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3then yielde 1n the usual wAYthe p~babil1t1 of a given ~e8Ult if
8 oertain op rater 18 measund by: an intervention at tbe time,
t '" t. Tho full pp11cabil11iy of the above interpr.~at1on depends
o
on whether it i pO$sible to meaSUre anYpbueiQal1y signifloant
opera.'tor in an arbitrarily short time. A~ we shall se in Chapter II,
this can aotually be done in the non-rel&Uv1 tic theory. .AJ! a
result, in this theory" the above interpret tion of time in me sure-
mnta is a satisfaotor~'- one.
In the l'elat1vistla theory, new problems aris. Ev n if we
admit the possibility of Tery heavy oloQka, whio!!.can measure tim~
with arbitrary aoour cy, we oannot define the ime of interV'ention
in the observed 51 tem unamb18'U-ousl;y,in a aeuremen of operators
such a P, which do not co t. with the position, ~. Indeed, as
there appeal's a limitation AJ? Do t~ 11!I)owill be seen in Ch pteI' II,
implying that the omentum oannot be measured in a p rteotll
defined time. This means that the question of' the interpretation
of the time parameter in ~easurement must now be reoonsidered, at
leaSl for th relativistio domain.
'lhe aboYe desoribed. unoertaintY' relation means that there b an
ambigui ty 1n the tim to whioh the measurement refer • The time t,
\._ N
~fl at thie ambiguity, for it is & 0 number with no inherent
Moreover, operators, au-en as r, whioh oannot be
measured a. one moment of time, appear in the theory' in the same
4way Ii' operato»8 allah &S St whioh can, In other word.a, th
et:rooture of the operators o£ the obeerYea s1.te¢ do 8 not reflect
thie uniT rsal d~e of ambiguity in the time of' measurement.
The only wa.y to arrive at his NnbigUi",y :i.e to ta.ko into aooount
the obserV'ing a.pparatus and to analyse the prooe$s of me suremen1a,.
Thus, it appears only in the relAtion of 'the .'8tem and the
Th! behavior 1. fUndam ntally d1£ferent
from th " encountered in the me Bllrement Qf x and Px' wher the
ambiguity whioh is found in the quantal naly is of the prooess of
measurement is refleated direotly in the oommutation relations of
he operators x and
lthough there is no inoo:Q:si tenoy in the theory as it now
tands, nevertheless, the o1roUlllstanoes tsoribed a.boT might be
aoneid red as an indioation that the theory shoUld be difled, in
such a way that the above described"\im unoertainties will a1$O
be refleoted direotly in the mathematloal theory ot the observe
sy tem alone. In Chapter II, seotion 3, we prOPQse $ preliminary
attempt of a modifioation of the theory in this direotion, whioh
helps illu trate th$' point tha:t we are trying to mak~.
2. Eleptromasnet;g Poteptial! as guserva.ble in ~antum Meahanics
hom the faot ,tha.t in the l'ela:'1"t'iS1~o d.o~a:1n ol"_:ra'\ors' .oh
a$ P cannbt be me8.su,it:d in e.rb1"lral'ill" short t1 t, WU' lea. to
con 1d r more genera,113 the :vreblem t mea.Iinl... en' wbi,c1\bihftenU)f
involve some u:'be"l'V: 1 of time. 8u.oh a mellem-ament is a non-.lmp'GlsJ,ve
one, i.e. ,3 meamtt'ement 1n wh'oh the time (l&pe~enOe &t the o'bseXi"ve4
system durin, the course of th~ intervention with th observing
apparatus oannot be negl cted. Sueh measurements will generally ;yield
om kind of time integral of tbe operators of the observed system;
and thi integrAl ev1dentl;r depends on the Raml1tonia.n of 1;he systems
in question.
intereet1ng spe01al ca •• of suoh a m aeur ment was found in
connection with the leetromagnet10 potentials. For exampl , we
were able to show that the interferenoe pattern of a p ir of coherent
eleotron beams, first separ ted and then brought together, could b
&1tered if the lepe.r t beams passed through field free regions bf
different suitably time dependent soalar potentials. This example
was generalis d 0 involve magnetio vector potentials in field tr e
mulU 1y oonn oted r g10ns of 111'8008. 'J'hegeneral ocmoluelon was that
the observ:bl int 1"te1'eno. p iern refloots tho gaulSe invariant but
non-looal quantitie f AI' Jx; the inte 41 being taken ovorn~lo$ed
~lroultB ;in S1' oe-ti 0_
Theso eea id ration showed that in tbe quantum domain, the
above 1n~egr 18 ot field quantit1es have 8. direct signifioance that
they do not have 01.$8i04117_ Thus, in cla8sical l1\ chanioa, partioles
.
p&s81ng througb fiold tree ~eg1on. or spaoe lime eh~w no ~flectl~n
whatsoever ot th values ot t~ !nt gra1. fA/' d...'f!' in their 'behaVior,
dnoe the eq'lil.&tlonot motion depend on thefielde alone. Indeed,
1n quantum meohanios,the above integrals are refleoted only 1n the
1l\t8rfere~ properties, whioh do not appear in the 01u810a1 theory
&t all..
The above r8su1 lS suggest the. t in q:uant~m theory we have to
deal with a nEilWkind of measurement, not pcese8s1ni a olassical
limit, viz., a easurement of an interference pattern. Tht.
me surement yields inforlnaUon about the above, Mloues d kind ot
v(I.1'1able, the integr 1 (a flUlctional) of the eleotromagnetic
potentials. This int gral i a ($&ugeinvaria.nt Rerm1tean operator,
and. therefore observable as far as the general principles of the
non~loo 1 quantity. It 1 true that coutt obtain the v l~e of'
quantum theo17 are ooncerned.
t 1e important, how ver, is the fact that we can me sure
the e in grals from ill mathematio 1 identi'tYt fAi ef.. X!' .=:
-= 15 r ds)r Y' 0 er the surfaoe enolosed by the oirouit, 80 that we
could inetead m aeure the field inside the oircuit. fhis is
evidently an entirely ditferen kind of measurement, being jUlt the
sum ot a lei of local mea urementa, which would reqUire that our
teet bodies would bs in id' the field region. On the other hand,
by an interferenae measurement, we ean obtain the same informa.tion
from ,pa.rticles which do not enter th field reiton, but whioh are
field. Therefore, w
9U.lJ.r,f·d~ I
ctUal1ty, At d x)1
lly have here a measurement oono ming a
locally influenced only by the potentials outside, where there is no
_hich possesses a. new (non-cla.ssioal) kind
of ign1f1oanoe. In Chapter III, wt difl!OUSB 1,'948011,8 why suoh
quantities y appear more direotly in possible developments of the
present £i 14 theories.
In the fourth ohapter, we shall discuss oertain questions con-
cerning the separation of a system into parts in the quantum
meuhanica. The basic point involved here is most oommonlycon ide red
in conneotion with the so-oalled nparadox ot Einstein, Podolsky and
Rosenll• This paradox expresses a fundamental characteristio of the
many- ody probl m in quantum mechanios; viz., that in a. general
quantumeta e of a system, containing many parts, there is no way to
ascribe any properties at all separately to eaoh part. Nevertheless,
there are I1potentialitiasn for oorrelations to appear. If the
variables of anyone part are measured, then the corresponding
variables of the other will b w 11 defined and related to that of
the first in a def.inite way.
In ever,y measurement prooess, correlations of the above kind
appear 'between the measuring apparatus and the observed system and
play an essential role in the intet'l?retation of the theory. In
Cha;pI;erIV, we go into this problem in detail, 1n order to clarify
oertain aspeots of the theory of measurements (espeoially 1n
oonneotion with VQnneuma.nn I s treatment.) In this analysis, it
beoomesevident tha.t it i.e important to ha.ve an experimental proof
that the abev kind of oorrelations really !ake place. In sGotton 2
of Chapter IV, we discuss an experiment already performed., whioh
verifies the prediotions of the quantum theory in this respeot.
CIA.PlER .u
fA LPWfATIONS ON ~S .lWJE n{ SHOaf ~DlES
S... ~h ear17 .stage. otquantwn theo.,- 1't MJ!Jb$Oo.. _lclant
that ~hor.ugb. ina ion of ih 1 eo' ltleAsut-ementin tbe ato 10
4<>m81n1. ne ea. '11 tirst anA at important a.evelopntent in t ie
41not1 n • m d '1 R.18 nb.rg(~),whCtpelntM' o~t 'thai the into~
ion g~ed ab6u he stat. ot en tol'll1o ."..,,_ 1. boun.d to b'9'e>lVl
~ml~mwnin detct=nin i3. N lndterminao7 toll 8 11'0111 the t 0'
th eanQn1oa1 00l"
tre:i nbel'8 then ebowed t t thGs 1lm1tat1ona &ire dirtotl;y .. fre.......
in a.the1Da 10 1 t01'n1Ulatlon ot flu.a.ntum the017,!t;' In tact, lV1'I' _
1n the Talus ot th o.pelOatortt, ~ and q, tor &. glftn -t.. 1»
thle a tletaGto17 relatlonel,d between t1'1· 11m! tq:Uon im»o8e4
\l,pora: eaaurementa y th qU nt oha:' e-tflr of' th app "tus ncl the
q~an_ fluotuations, oaloul ..".a. CUZ80tly from 1;11.CJ,Hlrator8; 16
•
9e,t6bU .• "',
It 18 1Rtportant t st,... t eesen'UA1 poin' Of' Hei.en'ber.· 8
Be starts b~ a.sumina th .. the meaeu,ring appuatu8 18 a
01a'810..1 ou and.aeri.e the tba1 "_1 • 'bTPut'Un« $,nto \he
Qla8s1oaJ tormul tlons $1 th. mea~,..~' r~l.tlon$bi'$ the ~ ..niUm
,cond,1'ione 0 the meuurbg a vice. In 1Ihe (l&Q I) th miOl'08.(,n>>>e
qu turn la.tion r t .J E"'" h 1) for th" l1ght
;yethat 111umin te the e sure p ~ole. (which are a4d d to the
._, 1 i 1 i A \0 ;::. --ZL tor ~l.&?!1 0 &.s ca resa on L) /\ or the r SOlT~
Sl~ ¢
.;fa ~1ot10n8 &l'9
of' b1 proof:1 \0 aho" that onCe the quantum
he .suring apparatus; tk87 are
. asuJ'ement; ith the r sultoarried "hro
that it 1. tmpo 11>1 fro then on 110 reduoe 'fih minimum ambigni'fii
below thos giv n by the above une taint7 relatione. (Do t of the
dlscussion 'b Etnet in 11!obt'(~) on quantwa theory weI'
Ifor 8 of Einstein 110 find an ~%U1p1ein whioh
t }.
..
.. 4 :t'amou. e.xample19 the ualTsie of Elnetela on the que8110n of
III aSU1'Oln!note of i)ac and time.
/0
~'8trlctlo~,or Ilml~atlon On the posBible •••surements and it
thfse reliZlSo'tiqna are not ~tleot.d <\t.reotl11n the .. "hematical
<deecJ"~ptio.n of th.a8lU'eo.qetQr4, t~8 19ht seJ.'l'lf a. an 1,ndioat,ioll
of t~e '4ireoUon in wldch ;the 1lieo:'7 on.«bt to be 4....elopecl. An
ot ete4':r~.~1 field,. ~ pr!nQ1»1.. tb. 8 f'te~48 c n 'I;> Mald.a
on1r i,: eneas ee th .s:teoe of p.I''U~leeot infWlle ma 8 and
ob~ (4 J. On ~h oth ,hand, if ~he .1.Qt%'omqn.t~o field a:r.
U ie po".1ble te she that the fields oanuet be maRNd to an
ub1'\rary ceura y{ 5' ). hese lindtUona are not tt 1'1 c,-ted lt1 th
q", tum t1 14 th r-;itself .i~~the~ QI,ft .~letq\l,lilnt'l1nl states 1n
a1 h the l1eld at a given point is delined \0 an U"b1t:tuy cauraciY.
Suah a .Uuation 18 el1eYe4 b 80. Iluthora '\0 uul1oa' 8. poselbl '
UJl8 ot deTelopment, namely, to 117 to onstruQt a ih.ory bl which
the tield11 tha' &Ppar 'can be given to an ..ceuracy not b1$ber thAn
t ~ ch~&n:b eatrQJ' b1 d,v1c B that .stat h ll1;11u:r •
ohapter to ana1ys th l1m1 4'UOfi 'of ~ •• i1'. _de· in shci1:'t timee,
to .,e 1t the fOrJnula.tion oft theQW"'< 1.• rum .'t4p1!();pef.91t
I'Gtl&ot,8 the,. 11m!tations. Weanal,..-, 1a .etton 2 tn, tlon....
:rel U:dst1c ca..e. This •• .,'UOtl IncW.s, fil'st, aUeOUI$ion 01 tbe
II
conchlsion that in the non-relativistic ca.se web. measurements he.ve
no limitation. (in oontrast to what has hither'o been a8~.d by
oertain 9.U~hor.).
The situ t10n is e senti 117 different in the relativistic
theory. HerG, one ~.1nd that there do exist limitations on me sure-
menta oarried out in short times, .g., the VI11 known rele.Uon
Af1" fjl;- ~ "Ii:::J:.. In section 3 we analyse these limitations, and
propose a mOre8&ner 1 proof for: the a.bove and similar 1'$stricltions
than has been given b9tore. Wethen show tha.t theee restriotions
are not refleoted directly 1n the formali and give some indica.tion
of the direotion in whioh the theory mi~ht have to be developed if
these limitations are to appear more directly. In partioular, we
propose merely as an illustration of o~ idea. a way of introduoing
a time operator, along with a set of OOT iant
whiohinolude the relation Ati £1 t- ~ "/ric
u.ual relations, 6ff' A Xf' ~ t:
oommutation rules
1 as well as the
2. NON-RELATIVISTIC THEORY
AS 18well known, there 1s an asymmett'Yin the treatment in the
one body wave equation of spatial ooordinates on the one hand and time
on the other. The first pJl'o'blemthat we wish to olarify 1» this
seotion is the relationship of the above a~m~etry to measurement
theory.
The above asymmetry refl ots iteelf 1.n the faot that Ume does
I~
rao1 ppeC' In SohriSd1~r'$ equ ti,Qn 8 an o,.rato~. In. ,in the
.. 8I1ftl to 1;here i.s no meto:n1118to 2;PfJ tatlir)n 'ftlqe-sot i1me
o»e1'ator. This 9$n th&.t the usual pl'O.4Ul''' of d1l:r1:rinBun eJ>'&1,nt;y
_1."10!'.l' 4ireoUy f:rom the sp:r~"14oftb. wave tunotion do•• not &JPl,f
, unot~n'le. involVing tnie. On t • Oth9~han«. 1:here .".,.. • 1s
well }:no_, un.c rta,ln 7 relations wh.le i1<> invol 't'im8, •• gll·.
,6 E IJC ~ t: , The qu etton thft1'118 • ue SUQhuncertain17
relaUon 11 ed in wh i ia he ran tor
'he ae;yrDlJl4ll'b7 etween e d t1m. unq rtain relation p
4esor1be4 abo.,.. To aa1!1Wel' t11. que ftion8 we have fuat to a.tl8rl1.
Qa1'etu117 -the "latlon lp between lhr6tlirtgeJl 1a equation ud 00 en-
ation. 48 was t1l' t J!h0llh b7 Von N umann( <; ). th 11me epen4.ent
equalton 00l"rta;p n6.8 n na tunl W83
waveequation can • u d onl, e~n p¢ of J\leaeqrement.118
a musuremen1 tlk place, n o.s~ Q.1soon'Unuo\tsohangecH'QUr in
1t the appara'tua is t $ tea a
VilIS., the "pr4KU tT '1P ". 1 In ideal npred.1.oU"ll'e Xperimentu tho
Rordinat •• a.nd. omen' <rtf tlu~rq ~ measure (up to the. a,nond.
... aura(1). time 1 n~ tll 1'1 $t t~ t2,. and the .beerY•• 4hAnpa
lU'fl om»en4 w1'h tbe :p~4io'j..n$ of the th_rt·
At Utne '1 imrledioa.ttly dteJ.' '\he lteasu!I:$Ae.t, 1.- oVe~ a, que'lum
11;:to <f (rz, '1) 1, pre»ar.~ At time t'2 tkta 8tate. 1\$, ' •• omt
'~ ('3
. r~ .-tJJ. tfrJ};- ~
<(J <.:? -2) '* e 't, tp (~.,"1) an the tl.lou1.,. p:to_b111'$,
tot tb I'Q.lt 0 tll )lIp@l$ent III &t tl1. tim. '" 1$ oomfG;red
with •• 110"11&1 "oheokintt~r1rn1mt.
~. n:wae:rloal velu Qf' this t., .us. b' M~eftl1n.d b:r the fuJlo1ionlng
of ~ •• te:trl41olec. ~i ktl'l(l Qt tme, .• hel'Gforl,. 406,4not "te.,
to anT tn ~1n 1 P pet't, ot the "b$ i."'V'ett 81fa'enh .On th" 1Itlelt han<l.
th poaUion' .~., x) its n~t d 'te;anJ.tte4..b~oreban4 t1j%te~~n1t bllt
, &'. 1 is tha'l which will be toun. Ul the '8X)}eriment.. It \h r'"
oparatol'. op Ung on th lect)'Q~'$ :rI! Illwt'lon, 'bt.'VitlgI.,0.11..1l'1
'domain of amb1B\11t)", x, ft, ell OQft' ouett 'to tb. statlf1l1oAl wp~aa.
ot posB!bl. 8'.11t Qt ~ent. .On \he, ~.e".a.n4,,,.:tUa,~ ".~l'$,
aa pa2i"arne~" no ~ &n1' _",·U.fStl,<,al ~. ot
IP'"t4, anA a1 . !b"'~ ftl,ues.. rus
arb:t,tJ:.nne s ~M •• just 'tH' t'...., t_~,1h1s'~ eaft ~ c1.~U'I'I13.ne4
oal,. e.t.~lt;yr 1!J. 6 W' ~ no .. s.Ual lftla't1on . 0 'he .,..
hnot:1oo ~ ~.th P"l)(~rv~f the o~.rft , s:reta.
m.~17t (1.4 1) .~e:d;~,.nt. a.~ 4••• rl~t,ula'bo'VI al"... .not ,be 1Il6.'
reneral onee,. In faat, .(H~' _.xpmJll.)lt,~"ie4 01lt 'n '" la)Ql$tor7
axis " a .,mmet twa nspace
aN of a 41tteru:t kind. We.hall not attemp't here '0 etlhaUat all
:po•• 1b"8 ~n.8of eXperiments. llather, l' will.uttioe toano,", that
there are 8:r:».rl •• n'ts in whl<th 'lim. is measure4- ..-atheto than li.".,ftdne4
xtemall)"_
For ple, th It. are e~e1"im.ni8 1n which the t1ni ot deo","
01' a '78tem 18 registered. The an h1e "hieh 18 m &SlU>ea in thi
0& e is the tim at whloh the. 8 1t.4 p X't.i~le nt6>r$ the unteJ:l"
and tnt
ra1 d theretore wh th r such a symmetry oan attua117 'be fo\W.d in the
math aUoal to illation of the one-boay th ry.
An interestins p~sslbil1t' that 8~~g at. it..lf 1& \0 look to~
when the particle oros
Once snoh a theory 1 to 1at8d, it hou14 e po sible to oaloulate
th$ spre ot the time 01> r tot' 1; in tet<lD$ of thwave tmurtion
tf(xo' s). Wi h the aia. 0 the cl)n~ate operatQr I .. +iii it
ne oan then obWn the "suI' t11il.l)"?-i( 1n the tttma1 w..,.
Sino. the above kina of tbeoJ7 ha$ not 1'8t 1)$en tQl&'lrJU~~_.
Byt$1'II< tioaJ.17 ". mus* how how 1U1urtainty of' tlme 1. t1'eat6A in the
U'$Ua1 tomaliam in wh10h, we reoal!, time 1. regard.ed .... pa"t.Q;ter.
)"or tbole case" & 81nlple uf'lnltlon fo~ such uneeria.1111T was Buggested
en tough no time ope:rator i. 1ntroduoe4~
• (whi hvariablG of h qat ,A, ha the v lue, A11.. Let
for eimpl101t7 we eoume 0 b" con t t -of mt,>t1on), b tb t





~n a pro~riate 0 n it10ns we an make
(A-Ao)Lll LL A A
litt tJ 0
Weth
t }A I zx: I [A)I] I ~ A AoA H
Renee t L g~~H £. 'i1C .LIN
} A ( ~
• bave hus own that any time hioh ean be dofine4 by a
d~ioal varia.'bl of th ay t i- ilto:nian
ot the S1ste!, and we oan derive itt uno rtawtl :felatiol'l
LI t 1111 ~ t f'l'Otn the pread 0 tbe corr eponcU B opera. 0.1'in 'the
[ . ,. .1 , .
* Til1 00110.1"10n m ana that the 41 pe"ion of A clue to the
\mo :r "aln1v ot 11 molt lOBS than 6. A f a oondi tiontha.t
can be at1sfie4 if th time (t - t ) 1 o~ to long.o
(6
errs e.
ha int,. 4£ ~ t: ~ 1;; in ita nergy*. In ihis -1 we
~n
the 0 til S1 em, tel' tl1e une rta-i U$
AIf' LlXy ~ t: Sf'v ..
w to 'the Uon a-t s raiaed in t
},7, t eusston of t e puJ. tv ** m t)wr mont
o en 1"0 an mo ntum of a artiel. In oonneotiQft :1:th tbl
pr 1 i 11 B b ce...n ed( g ) tut tmerll'll and the t1m
ot meaeureaent of th annat be 4ef1ned. og th 1', 1n the
.QnS8 that it n d in a 11 ef ned t1 't th n the
nee es~ interaction
.en ro. In thi , an interpr 111 n tor At: A c: ~ 1b
eff tiv81y ges ,iThi h not 'f' f'1 cted t 11 in the
t_ 1 '1 bill (und.er obse:nt: tion)"
thi it he. en onolud d n .2;Peri notal teet of' the
detail donee tion of en.~gy in hort t e 1. pO$8101e.. ,
e shall... t t e p~tloul r p opos 1 d seribe4 abov~ ~
8:ToneouB; tn th relativ1s.'0 tre t~n',
we ball sh w th&t mine unoer Un· .1 8 t this ki" a<Il'l$Q( is. t
; ;.
'* 0 v!oue3,y Uoe. alflO b stated that eve7!'3'qetem thai pn
l'V.. 6 a ru1 r. neoelSsarlly has & t'ele.ted unoar'h.i-nil, in
omen't ..
** The term Itl pule1ve l'Ile~rement" means.088n"1'117 that the
me me t i done in a hart ,Period. o:f tima.. ft$ more




m&sured t" a i1 ven aoouraoJ $) P, in tim detln d 'Ill) to ~ t, Go
necessary 1nimum oh~ of the .. 100itl of the me&8Ul'edpar io16
1"8 disturbi wh n impulsive m asure-
BlUstooour. Thts Q nellision i ra.'\her plleml1ng at fir.t eightalnoe
lot .e me to indicato that th&2' are obHrT&ble& {e... omentum)tol'
whioh an ideal e eurement (whioh 18 alsumea.. not to chan the
observed ~1 ble) i imposs1 le, whereas cordi to the co. !pteti
po sible.
amu'omEmt could oneie! re4 s giving the valu of the nergy as
11. it 1 olear from 'uat1on n.s that in this measurem nt
unoont1'011 bIG part ot the erlerB1 transfer
S{e I-e) -=- (75'-7J) 6f ~ f,~
fhi :y make the lUG of til enerD e1th r b 1'01'0 or after the
COllisIon uneert in, depending on the oonditione.. $'h'u.s,$c (=. u 'ff
:1 the unoert in '1 of th 8'CQ ftar colli ion and EG = tr $'r
:1 1; efore 00111 ion. It /1J (I ill, then S£, I .111be
tal, &no. bl will bW'lQ_1'tM.n while it tv! is emall, t1en ae /
to the oonelu ion h.a.t there i no waf to test in detail or the
conserva.tion of "nel'Q to an e-Qcur.OiYpeater than t"/~I:-' t 'Qr,
in order that lUoh a test be possible, 1t ie nec8Bary to hav two
woo•• sive ... suremnie of energy in &1 arbitrarily ahort time.
oertainty ot
since t16 would h;v Q. limi etten n
ly to
mea$1J.rEId $7 t To see thIs we
notion if! (%0, ) whioh :18 an i 1'1
function ot th iltoni • Aocordins teo the "
tb :vatunc ion, tb fe.o that Stioh
bend. 0'1 M arbi truilF short
per104 would 71.1
e shall pro eed o ow tha here i llyno 11mit~tlon
on th impulsive e ell s the kiud just 0 11-
sider d. 111our iaOu'sslon the qasntwn tb.eorr of
*( q )by VonNeumann • Tb ide ot thiseasur men", • pro 0
th 01''1' t to includ part f th a par tu.s 1n the sys de 01"108d
to th btate ot tIl'p iels. If the right interaction te~ is used,
* See in this eennee n a1 0 the dtacu.ssion given by iD. Balun({O ).
�h oorrelation that is stablished at the nd of the interaotion is
ot suoh kind, that different orthogonal states of :the apparatus
ar8 oorrelated to different igen funetion of the ob .rved particle
operator. fhus, if later one "1ooksft at the pparatue and "finds"
it's state, the above correlation give. the Value of the measured
obs rvable. If the measurement is to leave the observed quantity
unohanged the interaction term must oommutewith this observabl ,
how.... r, it should be a funetion of hie observable in order that
the ohange in the wave funotion of the apparatus shall be corr lated
to the value of this observable.
It is important to reoall here that the analy is of meaeurement
eiven by Bohr and Heisenberg restriots itself to the case in whioh
the measured obaervable has a 01ass10al oorrespondenoe (e.g., p and 2:).
On the other hand, th method of Von Neumann oan asHy be applied
even to pur ly quantum m ohanieal ob el"Vables, having no suoh
classical oor.relpondenoe*.
Returning io our problem of m suring the momentum,we see that
in the applioation of Von Neumann's method to our oase we may U$e an
interaotion term that ie proportional to the momentum. lthough in
0811ty we can only appro:r:1mate such a term (by u lng a vector
potential), it 18 worth whil to diseuss first the implioation of suoh
a hypoth tical interaotion, sino:e this will 01&1"11'31'$ome of the
problems we have ra1sed.
* An example of such operators will be given in Ohapter III.
2/
We write down for the Hamil~onian de.oribing the measurement
proceslu
11.7
In 11.7, x, stands for the particle ooordinate and, y, for that of
the apparatus. 8(t) 1s assumed to be different from zero only for
a short period of time. If this period is short enough the ohange.
of the wave function resulting from the free Hamiltonians oan be
neglected. (This is the definition of the term 1'1Jnpulsive-measure-
ment" whioh we have used before). We then have (taking only th
interaotion term into ocount)




Sinoe pKJ is proportional to p~, our easurement correlates· the
value of Px to that ot Fy• Px remains, of course, unohanged in
the measurement (as should be the oaae in an ideal measurement).
The most instructive feature of our hypothetical example 1s the
behavior, during the measurement, of the x ooordinate. Even though
px is unaltered x ohanges. In faot, from 11.8 we find
We may t8k y .. 0, but the seoond term oannot be made to vanish.
This term represents a force whioh first aots in one direotion and
then (when S (t) beoomes negative) 1n the opposite direotioa.
Thus, during the interaollion, X differs from b in muoh the ameway
~ r-%.ii p m
1n which 11" =- ...-.. difters from in in eleotrodynamios.
The above discussion show that in an ideal m a~r.ment of
momentum, the Telooit,. of the partiole i8 bound. to ohange, at least
during the ooU1'ae of
• at#-
is alway. x. '"0vr-.,
interaotion. This follows beoause the ve1001 ty
• In order to measure the momentum, we
must, s we have seen, add a momentW'b.dependent term, A If (p)
"?:JAil
to the Hamiltonian, whioh w111 produoe a change, 4 'l.f = a p
'l'herefore, although we OM . ueure b,. means of an interaction
that doee not change P, there i8 no way in any such prooess to
av014 a ohange of 1F, during the interaction. Howev r, after the
interaotion i. ov r, 1T reta1ns its original value, ( t least in the
kind of measurement in whioh B: i B a t\motion only of r ), The differ-
p;- 18, of course, re ponsible for the origin otenoe between 1Jan
the unoerta1nt1 in X, that 1s bound to ev lop lthen P 1s made more
det1n1t in a measurement.
In the above 0.1 eu ion we bave ssumed So bypath tioal inter-
aotion between the apparatus and the measured p~tlo1e. We shall
now Ihow how to approaoh this interaction in a real experiment.
The essential feature of this interaotion Is, a8 w haY seen, that
l' tmplle. a toroe wh10h 1 independen' of the x coordinate of the
p rt101.. Tbi foroe ota first in one direotion and then, equally,
in the opposite direotion, eo as to neutral1z the ohange in ~ after
the tnt r8oot10n is over. Suoh & foroe mq be obtained, tor example,
2:2

where . 0 18 the in1Ual mornnt of the partt 1••x t the •
of the oondenser ihere will be So small region where there is 80me
component of the field in the 1" direc'Uon; and as result, th re
will be som. exohange ot P;r. The rnagnitude, J.1 . y' of this
exohange may bade as $mall s we ple ee by inor a.eing the velooity
of the oondensor (sinoe thi will reduoe the time during whioh the Y'
component of the force aots*). RoweV'r, the produot A Py 'I1'y whioh
remain finUe, repr sentEl the ohange 1n energy of th partiel •
Vllille the nerg exchange L1.; (see II. 11 ) i 8 dependent upon
FlxO, the momentumexohange LI Px is determined beforehand ( ee
II.lO ), and therefore independent of po.
ith L1 B • Ef - E.,; , we h e s
P"O(~):: IE _Ii. _ ~Z)x "M. l' -} t. .2""",
- Px° (V.;. - vo
Then taking ~Px0, (the unoertainty in Px
0) we obtains
b 'Px.0 (1If -1/£) ~ 5 (t:;; - £,.. )
(where we have taken LlP% ... 0, becsase , as seen previously t ~ PX
:U.12
Now, if the time, t, when the oondenser reaohes y 1s deter-o
{-
mined within an uncertainty ~ t., we have d (E+ - E-i ) ~ ft
and therefore, 80S in the ease of the oollision discussed earlier)
II.l)
* The long-th, 1- t of the oondenser must be inor sed oorrespondingly
to allow for an unohanged transfer of px•
As have lready 8ta~.d, the above de oribed interaotion
between partiole and oo~den8er 001'1' sponds to only the first half
at.:the prooess tiling place 1n our hypothetic 1 example. '1'0
be due to 48e f'f.cis whioh oan be m • negligible). It 18
repre8ent the seoond half of the proo 88, we send in a eoond oon-
d.nser, the same as the first, but with field 1'6 ereed. This w111
'brlRB the velooit,' baok to Us original value (apart rom uno ;rt int-
important to note that there is no 10nr lai i 0 the period in
whioh the above double interaotion whioh oonstitutes the full
measu;rement O$ll be oompleted provided that Vy and Ex can each
'be madeas large as ple n. • a result, en rgy and momentum
o n be me&8ured in a~b1trar1ly hort ime. without ohanging their
value', so that the law of oonserva:Uon of energy and momentum an
be checked in any given period of time, how.ver short (in oontra-
diction, for example, to the conclusions ot Landau and L1fSChitz(~ ).
similar two-stage measurement oan be formulated for the
normal collision prooess discussed 'by Bohr-. In this oase. &1though
the uncertainty in the transfer of en 1'17 to the observed particle,
~€ ::::.(Vj. -Vi') ap , 1s bigger than tn!;; nevertheless,
(1J,f -?Ii) 1tselt oan be- obtained to an arb!'t»arily hierh degree of
accur oy trom th measurement of the ohange ot momentum of the test
particle. a result, one oan, in the seoondooll1s10nt arrange
the momentum of a second teet par 1c18 to have just suoh a value
* See earlier in th1' S otlan.
that this seoon4 oollision bring. the velooity of the partiole baok
to Us original value. ~Thl. foltow8 from the :revers1bllity of the
movement)•
The 8imilar! ty of the two ex: pletll is that i. both a. toond
stag 1s need d to transfer back "to the system the a ;finable amount
of th momentum transferred in he tirst te.ge, and thus eliminate
the U1'10ert&1ntyin energy exchanere ( Vf -1J.i ).~p
The differenoe is, however, that in our xample of the oondenser
plates, 1t 1s po sible to determine, in a pr.-arranged~, the
momentumtransfer, ,1 'P" (See rr.io). On the .otheJ' hand, 1n t}le
example of the collision of particles, th1s eannot be done, and
instead we can aooomplish the easurernent of energy wi thout
unoertainty, only for tho oas s in whioh Pxo has a oertain given
value.
The qu st10n immediately suggest. itself at this point; viz.,
how is the above d soribed pos1bility ot meaauring energy ion an
arbitrar:Uy short time to be reoonciled with the usual unoertainty
relation. /.j£/j/: »t: 1 Theeanswer h that in our examples
the time involved was external, i.e., 11;was mea.wred b1 a.olock
who e cJ1n8mioal variables ( •• ll., the pod t ion, y, ot the eondenllJQ:f)
were outside the system under obs rvaUon. Suoh ooordinates
obviously- oOnmTl1te with the enerD, He' of the observed sy-at m, and
therefore 1t is not surprising that they oan be & fined together with
Hs_ On the other h~d, uoh a simultaneous detini ion oould not be
obtained for a time defined by lome inner ooordinate (a.s described,
for xample, by quation 11.1). Indeed, it is qUite evident that
our me surement of Hs would neoe8saril;r introduoe a.nuncertainty
JLbt- ~ bl:~
~t~ ~
1n any suoh ooordinate (e.g. t 1f t ..~, then
1Vx
, and in our measurement ~ X ~ t /~Rc Mil
, so that ~f" be »-t: ).
IJ.lheaboVe disoussion also remove. another appar nt paradox; vb.,
tM;t sine E.!lv, it should be meaningless to d fine ~ f:=- t:~-oJ
to an aoour 07 greater th h~. Rowever, as we have I!! en, the energy
hat we have been disoussing 18 jUst the lIamiltonian, lIs, of the
ylt m whioh 1s defin d a
and x). TheN operators can have a meaning t .. given time, inee
.P .. t -H '" It. and 1noe the wave length and X are both definable
i\
at a given time. 'f'ne 'be. io point is here that the ene!'B1 of wch
system is defined by its Hamiltonian operator, ad that this enerQ
will determ1ne a frequenoy of osoillation of the wave f~otion ani1
secondarily, in the sen e tha.t it the system is undist\U'oed for a
"FIlong time, the fre<,luency will be tU == -if 'l'here£or9, the question
of oortS8rts:Uon of energy in short periods ot time applies only to
the energy as et'ined through the op$1'l!tto;r, H, twd not 1;0 ert.r81 ae
defined through the frequenoy_
). BElAIJrUStiC THEORY
In this Motion, we tr At t1:l~l1mitation on *_~m_te m ~.
. . '.
1ll eb ri period.. ot !tmt tl'ora the Joint of 'tie" ot '&. ,1&"1"1.'1e
\11$717; 'and... diseu.sa t1'.l1mMft~n. of 'the .. limitatiQn_, 6S w.U as
wll&t ih,"1d.g11t tmply tpr th. tul»th.r dCW$lo,pment 0''1 ,the 'a..le .htora.
The ,imple);' oase of eolimitation of the Idnd Msou sed trb$V', t..
o ,. .' \'
wn relation
wh&1'e At 1s the un .rtainv 1n U.Il.t &n4 .c1:r t 1$ th9 lmMt'ta1nt;y
1n the momentum., U.14 W&sfirst d~3&lv..i 'b7 1.andl1n and 'pe1e1'ls( ~ >,
It 14 _ort t 0 streee 4(&a.1n here the me i!1$ of ..1 t in
'Q.u,a'lon U.14. It %'.pre •• nt. th . _bil'llty 'in the 1Iime (_e 4., termine4
bl posiUon of t1te tG«lt pa4'''1018.j,4h f1mctlons ae $ loC'l't), a" whl4h
h 00111.810nwith the observ 4. pvt1:o1e t~lt »140'. '1'h 11 tow. u·
1 an amb~tu1iY' in th. rel110n ot tb,e t1m. of the lI'l,aSl.1Nment'to the
time ot a c1aa.loal frame. In thi. sen. , U has the' eame 1d.n4 ot
mepingalS aU Q"h.J' \Ulcertatft'u..e that ba~. beenU$O\l:~.u~d. in q~twn
eohan1oa ( .11.; l1 Je), An api1e ot 'the tao' that: 1 eat.r, a.. a
ilaramet.r an4 not ae an op rato~ into he waft equation.
lowYe:r.eq,u.Uon 11.14 "8 d,eS'1V$Clund.el' the afJsumption ib4t
tQQ'b.~.4 .,..t_ as a l""e parU.l* (wht<>h was o'baewedb, •• 1l
ot a colllsion with ~ i.,t pari!el.)", ~ aUtU'he fU'~t p~tot
Qj.4e~ble »~1eioal tm,or'ane. tn doing thie we shan U8e the Von
Nswaann met.l»4 of analyld.ng th »1'00 •• 8 otmeasuremnt, 'Which ,
conU't10n8t in wbioh lhe partiole need not b tree, and hlol 1s 8180,
capabl,e of .~m.ton to a rid r 01488 af JileafllU.'etlentHvtns con-
a we b&v.pointed ut a!'lier, tl".at our 01' genwal kind of
e8SWlelJeni. Wi 81:111, 0 v 11, NJit.rlot ourselves 0 ~on4ttl()n8
in w:bloh"e1:r o~eation8 oan be nealct.e4, $0 thl&t the Un«1. boq
apP7mnmaUon 1'101s.
Let us begin by eupPO.l!ling tha.t tbe p . tale h& t t. tQ
an atbl"ra:t7 wa",. fUnction, </J(x, to). We""Gpr sent th. a.pparat'Ue
"tarlabl ,'V, quan fnQchan1oall;r. 114•• .,poee 1t_ waYfl! t\tuotlon
110be 1nltiall1 fo (1", "0)' We i\U'th r $U;1)POe 1he.t a.f'te:r an
int ration (lasting t 1') .. tween the par 1o1e and th
.pparaw. 1$ oYe», th momen'N$ of the particle rill have een
mea8\U:ed,(10 that "7 observing the f;1tQll.01 1he appara'u_, .. oa.:n
know the momentumof th p tiell). M & result, we can wrii'. the
wave £\motion atter '2 (but before he pparaws i8 Ob8e1"Ved)as
whel!e ~ (r,--t,) repr sent.)t packet/ln 'he a.PPa2o'a·ws variable,
that are asp rate in .,. 'Pac when the va'\18S of :P Utter b7 IIlOre
th$n soml'anse, l1P, w1l1oh t. the aot:Nraoy of 'he eQ.1"1m8nt.
30
VI n1'81i oond4e"Z'a s;peo1a.l case in which t.po (x, t.) 1s &
. 0
hi.ghlTlaealb.a funotion en"'1'e4 a1 :Ie.... So, tri.th a r~
( A:lIt 't ...0· Bow, aft,!" the ttme, T, functions p, (f, 'I)
b.-longu.C' to ftlu.ee of P 1Fh1oh difter b7' 01'$ han A P wUl
01 8.r11 '- orthogonal b7 i.t1nlt10'f. (If L1J .1 1Ib. a. wac,. of
the m.a8U1"em~*). the 1>1" b b111ty of finding the partiel at the
point 3t <_:loh 1s tOU!1dby tnte«r4tins 1"'*;: over,.) wiU
th n
J ~ %: (p:"'r'J)( ',.rtf - IR (~I:-) ~ Qp' a, e· Lpf (YJ t,)!tfy,tJ oIy ~pcl;:>
en we int gorate o'V r '$, • obtain a. f\mction j(~ _pt) hi.oh tJil
lug. in rang AP and. _1'0 otho lse.
•
not a. ?api41y " rying tunc iOll, obt 1n
'R(X,I:) ""- J 1llt>I~eilt &P.X f {op)oIP d.O?
Tho 1n'\le(tal QY r b 1'1Qlih, 8. t:u;nS'ttc.m of x tkat COWl'S a tange
J!.. (a we eqeot from the ~uerta1nty princ1.p1e). !fhe,.fore, ,,11AP
th'$s stap the }lro'ba'bill111 41etr1'butiQll of II will have sp%' ali to
hA x • ;;i. However, 1n ~ Ell( oial rel.U: iLl'Ue ,tMon. the single
botly wave function cannot be pro~ tet ra.~,r tht'm lisktt;..~q tll$lt.er
w1\&11 k1ud. of ,f'l)rces or !nte1'aetion are pr$.ent. ~re:foeMt 111 will
e impoasible tOF tbe moment tG be m.~:red to an _cou~aQ3'· l\ P
unl'&s. 'time /' =:. A X ~ -Ie haa slap eil etM. the t,.nttrard1on
c.. -- CAP
.\Gran. !hia le648 to
l\Pr ~ ~ II.16
3/
.
The que.t:1on ean be t:a.1lJ" now 38 to wha1; :La the !'leaning t If.
:iven ,. gen:&~.11s.4proof of th retailS-on n.14 a.t least tor the
0'" in whioh the particle llO,slt1ctl was tn1tilly well 100a11 ed.
1.1 0 be ~ga.r ed ,. an fm\b'leu.! '1 Jin tao 'ttilue
ts r~d'el'(the \!nle I)t tntspvenUon).to b.1oh the III asur
1 inter t:i n bein
ha;pe:ning in a 8hOl''\ puiod of '1m, e ulti ha.v obtained~. la.r~eJ'
;;1' ad,.l1 t in the mo entnm (in GUll' iroof wouli h"ve. .,»11 i to
h part e pa.r tely). It wou).dt~Mfo" haViJoensti t",ted. ,.
different proe-t8St tin hal. lJcQe.nUVi4e4. A s1.1~ ,ttua'ton
arlus 1n the «eoaT 01 8. meta..ta:ble ult,. stat. 9t an $itom 'b1 tht
_seton of a q\l&U:tJ\Uh i'M,., too" 1s Wi 1n41vl lble ,proceas, in "he
aen. thall at.l1 ef't~l'll to f'ol1ol? l' Indet i1 {and th\1S to d;i"'id tot}
wo~ld.nta.ke 111 Ii ditf'el'ent one ( • ,.. the s.pre&dof an 1'g198 will be
lnoNas d). In both &se. the pwlod f h$~ to be t ken .. _h~euou••
As & Mault 1R$oan rsaan. tbe 'Urneof tn",wenUon <>t the
apPEU."&tuainto the Q'b""e4 .•".t.. 8.$ .\1ctlO'Wil wtih1a "he »1~h«'J
~. . tba1 we f.M lt1'k:rpretXl.:US ae .. pl'GOf of' a:n 'QnOe~'a.ini7
r1a.t:ton lIt)'t•• " P and c ..
50 tar, '" have considered. onlT the Oate in which t:he puo'Ucle
18 initially 1» til. .tat. t well .tin 4 pOSition. We no Usoue.
theore&1'1e1"al c.a... ., in which tbe l)$ri1.o1e oan be in an arbt"~U'1'
8tate \tefon the. mtlSUX'«Jnent starts. 1f' must cl.ls1insu1C!fh he~
"'11., the "ld.alll tne whioh, 1n our ca. " leaves th qdemln Ja
e1:~1l 3 t ot motAetl'Wm(cones;oni;1ng to the .eaeur&4 va.lu.' at'be:r
ill flUiUillJlU'ement1$ 0.,..rn4 tbe "oheo1t~ft tIPe, ",biQh mar ~n.X't\l17
leave it in another $1ate.
Webecr1n hete with a cii ous$ion of the ldiJal tn. o~ measurement
and "eask: the qu•• Uon ftlt the momentum P of \he 11801'.101.&i$
1nUla111 yell 'Ile:tined~ Cse t at Its wave funotion le '~i 1:)(/1\; ),
how tnUohtnte7aoUon time i ft ad d for the lIIee.su:r1ng appal's, ius to
res! tel' t~. "'a1ue of this momentum 1'1 ch e. reglsba,UoJ} 1mplies
that the appaDtlla :ve t\uloU()ft f;i (;1, t) will not, Oftwlap
fp~b'. t} OOftespondlng to aq otb&1' ytolu.e: of tal, .mmen;\ •• , A$
, , ,
a :r6's\lli, a tnea~etDent is p08alb1. f(j'l: _ ~'!tl:'&'lI" t.ni:ttaJ. .vee
t 1 JI I : L • , ff,·· '1 1st ,.),n 'illj'
*' We 'con.J.d..her. '01; Qimplioit1 the ea•• wh(t~ '):l' ~iJ, di o1'e-te




f1Ihetim . n eded 1;-0 ar'!'y' ut the mea.m.tt'_Gnt £02'h. pdttou1u
1D.lt1 1 Itat. -G ~ R X 1s ther:6:fore th.~ sam ~8that l1'8ede6 tOJ!
an &l'b1tra.1"1 f,n1tlal tWlQtion, and. al'so. \h&1"8'lo1"e, tOl' tae sp~o1al
caee of taU- f'anot1on ~ (% ... Xo). . u,\ 'It have all'eadf p1'o".4-
that 1'elaUon II.16 ho14s for th$ sP ~'1l1 cab of the delta f'unotion"
8, a result, 1t !Wat th 1\1 hold tor,ene1"e.1 1'unc:rUon.
We now 80 011 ~o h~' mQire,een&~a1 q.cte of a '1411l.0k~~ GJt,Pe:Jl>imentl,
whloh 1"',"8 ~n.ob $"" B7.tem·in Q, st_,. UfIQ.:t'enti boan tbat wIl10h
oo;'1'e,ponb to, ~ retsu1t of th$ a.~$ur'1'fUi~nt. '1'0 t\esQl'tbesuoh QIl
'xp&r1me1'lt .math8JD4,t1o&11y, let us Dpp:oae that a wave tu.nottOtl .",hioh
"a 1nU1&1l1 ~ 1£ RX ~es (;TGif UWffl (x, t) whel"e :fftl
8i3 b &rJ:3 tunott. n.. ..,hUe, t011 an Ikl'b1irary initial stAt. t we obtain
after the •• aeurement 1nter~ion. 1s oVllIrt(x,J; t) ~:t a" fpUI:-) j; (!ilt:-)e 'too(f> '
f . .
dis ~ish here b.e~n two 1'Qsst'iUUles for fF (%, ")f
(a) t at itA ran , .!1 Af ' is sal1 oompared with the initial s~t>&a4




&. p} in arb1b-ul1y _hol" times. '!'hie &1 ;lmplies the !mposs1b1l ...
it1 of oQ..ok of 'ill' laW'S of OOTUI$1"9'&t19t1 ot ne:tl'17an~ momentumin
Of oour .. , ill abo d&fWr:1
tng 'So
funotion d •• no" represent !Ul1tMn O~ tban 't of r 1 tion hips
~he whole i e. of
f quant meGAanis to the whol p1'ooes of me . u.r men'J u.ob e wa$
ne 1>yBei.,ribera in h:1s de-cluett-on" A P .it % 'P 11 tlith the atd
of' the ideal m1oroeoope •• rva.tion. lfGverthel a , 1t S orueial
f. r the "'.lo~ment ot an' Q".al1 q; n'" th.eo1'1that tbe sameambig-
~tie$ which artee ba<,mttse <tf tbG quantal natUn ot tho .eaSl.1t'.. nt
the theory of the i divld~ ff¥
ami_I artabiGs by opeir&1tGr~~whiG _tt.,;,:
t,
the r.elation A p L1 .x~ "1f as i,i. athematio&,l1der~tit,. In ih!"
way. on obtained. It t1' at an~ of he pa:ttlal •.,. t ,
31-
\}le theot';1 of In",sureruen1s.
On the other hand, th9 X' 1 tion '\d
we had Re1sonbe1'g'a deduoti.on t 1.11) 1.1 X ~ 11 f'reJmmeaat.4~GrJ
...
Theuniveraslit of tb,$ relation
l<me).
'1f.dP·4t~-
the opera:tore of the ob rv ~ ay~t
direo ly in the math tiQ 1 the ry of the bserved ~11,r~emalone.
Um o£ 1nteJ7V l1tlon of the rae&GUI'18g' appsxa.tus, as d!.ocJ\HJSGd :00 ~
'.Ph rola.tion .c1 p . Lf t ~ '!. Should iben ~lte ()llt diNetll' trora hee
oommua ion 1'01 tion 01 P and t t (just as happens wi h F and x).
Simpl, to write A P,: Ll t v t would not l~a.d to & OOV~iMt
theory.. To
ind1ca ion o£ tho na.ture of tile
problem anf.'.~not (I.- aclefintt.ive t*:l7-,
[?tt~~ ; X dj =- Lh- S~ f'tr
a ccns1st.nt s t of \iBcertatn'ty 1'.lat1Qn~ Qbta},.r~ed£'1"0$ t'he well known
.•q\1$'101\ AA IbG ). ~ I(t\G- 6f\]\
c:I
Setting A::' f'~" , \;: X t .. obtain tor the case r-r: o
~X"Ar",,~ h.. witb ~:. I J~' 3w Lt It !h•.4bo"& ~e the \t~.~
unoertai1\ty relations tor 'Pi ~ Xi, along ",Hl1 one for 'P'f- and
t ,:whleb new fo1,lCfi as an ol1~l'atot!' nlati•••·
faldng c:i = 4- &no. tl-- ..y -= L co f J 2. IV 1
fd.tin· ri _ v· wt hav.~ - - ,
f>4-
~PiAt ~E. > 1;
Vj c.
D1s 1s, of cou:rSQt th relation that we fflshed to lnolutl4h
As a typhal example of th. remd.ning rela:Uon:e with f = v
fl. find
'0 Bee tMt th1 )!ela.tion ftts toge1fhltr wtth t11.t otl:lQ::l' relatione
dtBcmsstd above, we multiply both .lit.e$' ot the equat1.on PI" L::;t:.
ant d1v1d. b.1 J-:>'f'. W. 0bte.in
ow 3 A' A 3 ~ • Xt, h ..thtt li'O, Atl2 = 'a A ~t then
ve "la'll .ill '01'.10•
• V2 • b." t it. t~ tn ,. *~H .'6~""
1.. 1') .......'. wttbb'.\ I!I. e];Jld4,. D.', AU ft•
.,.. t•• of tbe • em tb.., ., th .'-'Gnt .1:.'. l~
~M'"
q ~pcnurtnt fit ~. ~.11_~
~ a1.. l' ~ t, wi A 'I fp




(f'AP,} T plL\P1) ss' ~ 0




orlen of ~ th ~ ( •• , 1 4
aill<)ll" ). 111 , .'biBUl.
in"., U. 117 6. .b' ~ t in 4N'101: 'If -V, hi h ., t~
II . ~h •• Us t on thl. u.$~.on. Mden 1,. t ..'bove.'blS'Jtr
a;11 . 'l-.' .,t;1on· 1.1\ • R ttftetf.o th_:rr IU'4 pl::t:el"
~ .. and liml' ~ ~ p",~a'.d &'* .. sp I Mt peateJ1
�o
than $1)&'1: .f light. 'Ph 1". 1. therer01"e np :1nte:tao,'Uon .,hick
depenae 41~eO'tl7 oftI,. on the BlOmentlW (which ~\tl4 permU
dir~' melfoau:rsmentfit the la."Uel' 1n an uo'bt;tJ'&rily $hb~t u••).
on 'lhe other hand, the tnt_aotions tbat .Xis", ve able 110 det,S'-
mlneoo1nolden, •• 0'1 6.,_1,8 in $1'.8 &ad t~ w1tb:bt as IJh rt an
interval a8 .. .plea.,~ Ind..eel, web .beid ....e., ft. w_ ' lIla-k.
it possible tor the p~p.rt1e. of theeobs.vecl $:/ t. 1Q'b$:l".late4
(10c&11P4) .. a u.r1ttg of a untua eubles us 'to r In.t. the plaoe
wbaH and. the time Whe11 the 8oa,.tering interaction tCio plaoe 110
110m. ,1&08 and time In the (large-tICal r f'1"aat.
One . an a.180 g'1ve au lntup1"eta:tiot) to coinela noes of quant~
Illeohanical 11' tams in en.rg...moJ1lentum Q&O~h For X$llple, oODaid r
.. ;oegiOll ot Gao. oont.u.tng & oae.-d.1merujlo,nal period1. ;potential




it w-pnaente a kat t 0 !.no14ROf 1h P bUGt 1n the 8eft•• -,na.t
0n17 081"Wn Ya1ues of the momniwn w1U teso_te with. 'fill. ,.,..104 ic
8-t.Noture eno'Qgh to 'be eoatt,r &1>p.reolably. 0$ oova~h some ,,~
t. ne&A.' t-ot' JUoh a MftnanOe 10 be sharply de'f'ine4, atf this 1_
QeJ.oUlateA \)1 '.kintl into &.Oe&utthe rmt)"Hlnenfl of the ~l.ctron .'9:.
U 'U,mch
XrJ a .tmll.r ..,.. we oan .elut ••~ta1ft. Q1U.eso' the tlne.-.,_
1n4eel1, in -the .'bev. eDJlJ>le, "he latUq., &1. 81eo'. dettnlt.
'Al'U8. of the ener .. ooneliponcl.1ng to th&~ of tn.omen.".. AnotMl"
.elT to obtaln 1Ike '-fA HIm!t t, to ha•• a Jo'tet'1.tlGl wUt. me,••• t..\1t
Qbotm41f .tate.. A pan10te will be trappea. ana. he&T1171"oattGd
'it tie "I'D' l1e» in .. Jr~""~rP4UJfb~ .tt) the w~'tht L1t, 01
h9m.t.,ta1>l. lit '9. ih-1e 1., &1., in '&tf'pt. 'th neu.lt ot a
It•• MollO., "a a ._r o.&J".l'ul~h .. tl~l !Ula17df owe.
e ... then' t a8 far
Jr. can t.Ol.l •• lCi)~l13$d .'rents 'in 1Jh Qaoe,- bla trame, and &180 a
Ic.t of dual po1nts. lo~ali~o4 in .l"~; omen_ ~aoo... 1he ,. .p,.o••
. " a8 is well ,~, .l}lem.l'I~, 1fi 'he S'1'I$~that Ihe pr .. 1s.
definition of .Uh.):' 0 • ili lnCOm)~:tiblG w1th that of 1Jlo otbeil".
At first 8j.ght~ 01'10,might th1nk that on could 1x 'he two 1dJlde
of point 'b; 'la1d.:r1g,torfJ~le,e m.>ace of, 'lh1\'OG-C01!ll»one:'JiJ, 1',
of tbe. "tWll,:and t hi tlrne" ", 0\11' e.nal,.,,1s M' shown that this
~ot 840n8" and 'hat: 'Wh~n.. ;p 1. def:a•• th$n ll'tt~t'b. eo tJtJYj.,.
pltmentU7 Illldet1n1'l1onf 't. 91$ r-ee.soll.l. 'b. rdoallr tnall 'jhere
i. 1'U). PJ100.". in 'W)4011 eh$.'V'$ .smul:t.anen~,..& ",OMIlC. 'lbell
detem1nes, P n4 ~ pint intere.c't!on that d&tem1ne t.
lfo Ulustra.t, th~ a._v. !d.e. on the,.'~.Il~_\~tultl of ",.
"laUo betweenE, fJP$.oe n, -tt x .ep.c" we may ~j18td." the-
followug eutnpl. of a ~eth ·Uoa,aeXP4J»lmeut.(JolUd.t61t a. OOMeJ'lstr
601'lslet1ng .of" paral1.1p1a.tes W'l~ha ~ven fieltl,i:.,'b.~".en
thB. Stl~PC" that "111. Ile14 " ~ne4 on~Adt&n11 (b, SClm&
ext.f)J"ll 1 &1\1 P1"' ,4 me•• ) (it .. Ch (' __ 1'$ .l4 $ .on.l.t~n't
olution of ~ell's quation in whioh this hap~en8t and it oan
be shown that with the proper arrangement ot sufficiently heaV7
charged partioles, this solution oan be pp~oaoh d as acourately
as desired, even if the finitQ sJt&o4 of propagation of U.ht 1s
taken into OOQunt )"
Let an eleotron be present before the field is turned on with
a momentumPot wi th lOme emall unc4;l1'tainty !::i. Fo. Then, after
the 1'ield is on, i1;s momentumwill be P (t) • P +.,,:ill t. Sinoex 0 %
the momentumis now a function ot time, then the disoussion in
seotion 2 sugg ts that we could use the valu of' the momentum to
indicate a time (just as we used the oha.nging pO$ition of a free
particle). The uncerta.inty in the time wottld be
~t .. Ai'" _ AfoT - eEx
Let us now eva.lua.te ~? bt: -= ~'P.. ~t::
~P . .6t:: (.6!o)~
e.c"
• VIeobtain
~h18 can be mad! as small as we plea e (e.c., 1'1,. making A P veryo
small or Ex very large). Therefore, at first s1ght, it would
seem tl4&t e have ~aged to rela:tle time to momentum, wUh an ambiguity
less th&n A t' ""0 ~ p •
However, It must be noted that in timt as 4eflne4 is not Yei
direotly r 1a.t d to any event in the '-lltWe-time fram.. For
%eDmple, when, wi tn a free partiele, we define "Ii. V e.. the Ume
x
at whioh the partiole passes the point x, we oan relate this to an
\
event in the spaoe ...time trame by mea8\U'ing x in a time leaa than
.1 x ..LV' and in this way WOrelate the time V to a. time 1. the frame.
x %
On the other hand, if " troY to do a. ,similar th!ng with the momentum
Ll Po
(e.g., to measure "ihe mo~entu.m In a time shorter than ~), we
x
find that 'tQr the rea,80ns given previously, this is impossible, if'
~ :p <, c ~ p • Th! followed D8cau .. there are no dlreot
x 0
coinoidenoes in momentumspace at a fixed momentof time. AI So
result, the time defined above 1s only formal, iilthe seDse that
it has no unambi6U0u.s rela'Uon to $1l;Y 'Vent in the space-t1me frame.
'Phi enmple emph&si~e8 the importance of under«tanding time $ a
oQ1:nc1denoe with event~ in the space ...time f!l'ame, made p08$:1b1e b;y
localized interaotion (ooinoidenoes in momentumbeing, as we have
shown,related in a imilar way to en.rQ spao., whioh hal, no
unambiguou meaning in short time~).
CHAPTER J
1. INTRODUOTION
In the following oha.pter we discuss som interesting properties
of soalar and v tor potentials in the quantum domain. In classical
thea 198 theBe potentials were t'irst introduoed as a oonvenient
mathematical aid for oalculating the fields. It is true that in
order to obtain a olas ical oanonioal formalism, the potentials are
ne ded. If verihel as , the equa.tions of motion ean always be
expr se d in terms of the fields alone.
In the! quantum domain, however, the oanonioal formalism 1s nee-
essary and as a result, the potential oannot be eliminated from the
basic equations_ However, these equations, as well as all the so-
call d "physioal quanti ties", are all gauge invariant. It was assumed,
ther fore, that even in the quantum theory, the potentials themselves
have no observable signifioanoe of their own-
The above conolusion is inoorreot for, as we shall ses. there exist
effeots of potentials on particle , even in regions where all the fields
vanish.
These effects can be observed in prinoiple by interferenoe exPeri-
ments. li.'Vldentlythey have no cla.sstoal correspondence sinoe, B we
ha.ve seen, only the fields appear in the olas$io~l equations of motion.
We oonolude, therefor , that potentials have a signifioance of their own
but only to the order of h. These effects are puge-innriant, as we
shall 8ee, and therefore n ooneluc1ethat the rgument of gauge-
1nvarianoe of the system 'ttlth respect to a variable is. after all,
not enough to ensure that this variable should 'be oonsidered as
"unphy'eioalU•
In thls chapter we alao propose u experiment to test the above
results. As a rule SUCh 1nte:t'ferenoe experiments are dif'ficu1 t to per-
form, but nevertheless, the preposed experiment is believed to be
praet1cable.
2. POSsULl!1 EXPERUrn:'NT'S DEMOUS'.rnA'l'IN'G THE ROLE OF' POTENTIAtS IN THE,
9TJANTUM THEORY.
In this section we discuss some possible e~eriments whioh should
reveal the ob.ervable effects of potentials in the quantum domain. We
show that in electr~n beam interference experiments ltuations ariae
tor whioh, the gauge invariant quantU;r1
affect the resulting tringe patterns. (The integration in 111.1 is
taken along the pa h ot the two interfering beams). Since, in general,
- -. -j6 1 a non 100al funotion of the electromagnetio fields E and at
it mayditf r f'rom zero even when the field vanishes along and in the
neighborhood of th path of integra.tion. Thus, if the experiment
proves that i affeots the fringe patterns, the conolusion w111 be
that there exist observable effects (due to potentiale) even when the
eleotrons moVeonly in regions of zero e1eotromagneUo fields. To
demonstrate tht" we begin with a simple example in whioh only the 1I0&1a1'
potential is involved.
Suppose we have a oharged parUole inside a "Faraday eage" oonneoted
to an external generator whioh cause. the potential on the oage to
aUemate 1n tas. tlhia will adli to the Hamiltonian of the particle a
tem V (Xt&:) w!ibh i8, for the region aside the oage, a MQ'liion of
11meonly. In _he noftl"ela:tl1V1sU.o Itrd,t ('ana we shall assume this almost
•• eryw-hre 1n the following disou.siollS) .e ha1r8, tor the r&6'10n 1ns14e
th cage, If ... II + Vet) where H is th l1Mn! when the g.nerato~o «)
iet twtotlon1Dg, ant V('t)... e ¢(t)~ It </0(%,11) is a 801\l'Ucmof
the Bamilton1«Q B, thGft the solution for !.111,'0. . 0·· ..
-i$.. j<f::: c.f6~. 1;: > z> v{l-)cd 11I.2
.~oh folIo s from
'!'he new solution dlf£ rl fro the 014 on just '07 '" phase f oto1' and
th~ o~rX'88pon48,ot oouse, to no ohan88 in ar11' p~e1cal r8eult.
Now oonslc1er a more oomplex ezpedment 1n bioh 8ingle coherent
leotron 'beam1s 8pU.1; into two pots an4 each part ie then allowed. to
ente. a long O1l1nclrloalmet 1 tube, &8 shorm in Fig. 1.
tere ooher nUy At r. By eans of Uill....t1etermin1ng electr10a1 ~.butters"
th beam 1. chopped into wave packets that ~Et long cOmparedwith 'the
waveleng1;h it. , but short compared w1ill the length ot the t~bes.. 'Jhe
potenUal 1n eaoh tube is de.terminedby t1me delay eohani ~ such a
wq that the potential i••e..e in :rsaian. I (Ulltll each paoket is nIl
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differently 1n eaoh tube. ?1na1l7 , 1t falls b ,k to zero, bet01"e
the e19 tron eo II near th othel' hU8 th
potential 1e nonzero on17 while the electrons :n w 11 1uf$U.• the
ub (re 10n it) ..
in no po1;on11.&1. _n. p rpOSo of thi. arr ment '-a to· ensure
th4t the 1 ctron 1 ~;: t I -va ing 1)0t .11&1 without. IV.. being 1n
a tield (1)80&Q•• the fielel oe not p ne'trate:tar from the edge of
whf#fJ: tho ~leotron 18 fa.r fro
I\) tUb 1s 08.nt1&.111' the same a. tha of the 11' r day 0 e. ne
aolution! then
<f-= to-e-~'% I- ~0e--':S?i
It 18 .vid. nt • no of tho 'p rt8 t , Will
depend on the phaa ~itf' :renoe (Sl ... 82);a. '.t'hU8 there 1s a bTsleal
effect Of the poten:Ue.lll e...en though 0 foroe 18 ever ~01ua1l1 .X~.d
n the 8180troll. The effect h vldently 8seenti-.U,. quan1um-
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particle and select only those cases where the particle is found within some region
"far enough" from the well - with "far enough" depending on how precisely the
kinetic energy was measured. In almost all such cases, we find that the measured
kinetic energy was negative. Not only are the measured values negative, they also
cluster around a particular negative value appropriate to particles in the classically
forbidden region. Also, the spread of the clustering is the characteristic spread for
kinetic energy measurements with this device.





with V(x) = -Yo for Ixl < a and V(x) = a for Ixl > a. We prepare an ensemble of
H = [p'-zlr
2~
--llIOl~ot4.· However, ~he ~ Q o~ pote»t! 1, A, e<Uriden\11, ouno" be
cerQ ~e17Whe:r out 1d "he loleno!,cl, beeausf. the total flu tHough
iVer'Jf' circuit oont&in1n« the orlgtn 1s equal to coneta t. '
~ • QSls'b1"ate the e.f.fi ots of tl1e tQtlU '11\\3:, VX; b .11\, ~.
'before, wi booh ran 'hI ot electron. f'he beta s 111 1nt
two par's, • ch C01n.gon cppo ite side. of the leno14. but; Al'oiding
U. (If' ~lenoi
plate which c &11 dow). in t tom 'r ex pie, th beam
fte Hamilton!
In --gly oonneoted ~e,glon ,vrhe B: •.
alw8811obtain a solution tor ih above Hamil toni n 'bt ta,kitlg
r '"tfoe-18/6., where ~ is the lution "hen -. .. 0 an·, here
v:s/ti -#,e/o,-r. But, in the ea:peJrliment 41.eCU$eGd ~o., in _1.(1)
we have a JDulUp17 oonneoted region (the r glen outside the solenoid).
tfl -lSji, ."','t"0e . ,is " non"....tngle-valuet\ tuno11on and tb.~eto • 1n
general, ot a pend.sible eolu:t1Gn of Sobrltd1n 1" 'e.quation .. 1fever...
theleN, j.n O~ p1'Ob1e i..S,s still ~O'es:t.ble to ueesueh fiJPlut-1.one
O&U8e the w•• e funoUcm splits tnto tw<> parts "p. lfIl'" ep 2t
wh re t{.; 1 reprHen'tie the 'bEl 011 on s1 of the aaleno1<1an ~2
\
·1 11 oonneo ed r 101'1. 'ff "h r foreean write
. 0 -"l'~4CP2,:;' W eJ
where 1
, ,
2 a eq 1,to ( /0) j -;;4,; along,~ P' ib: ~t the
ee 4. beams 1'8SP ctl".l,. (Ift Seo,. 3, fin eDct aolu·U.on
for t s n~ 1'1 ,,111 b given, n4 it wi,ll n11rm t.. hove




e f ~ ':'""'P- A.oit :: e J:
1i::c tee Io
r .)
Th lntert.renee b tw en the two beams will rndenUT depene 1'1
11 net, ....1'1 thoM ther ve no magnetic foreollJ
aoUng 11'1the plac•• wh 1'8 the eleotron beampa .s.
leo1;1'01'1 th he 8t1 f1814 w not. that ut' wwl t would n<rt
I 0 e1' o d. full,. any P08S bl q,uestion of eent ee of ~he
:et eha;nm if we ~ound 4 the solonol 1i>y pot nUal barrier t1m
"fleo 8 the electrons perf cUy. ('1'his, too, 1s oOnti ed in
Seo. 3.)
It 18 e.. to o..vi • bypothoti a1 experiment in which llhe
vlotor potential inf1uenoenot Qn1y tht lnle~tGrenoe pat~ern but
le.nQlds, eaoh of lIhie i' ahiel d from d1rect eontact with the
5(
tlr t t d ffraction patte wi t1»ut the a.gnotl0 ti.eld., Whiohw111
shi:tt wll1 tQ&-eplae in the dl1'9tdiona t
n Wll ot tl1e dtffra.cted b
In th prevlou aotio
W.K.lJ.pp x1ma L n, In this seotion, an eDO solution for th
seoond e ple ot tion 2 18 derive4. We801ve the preol of
the aU ring of
fiel
leotrotl 'beam by Q, eyl1.ndr1 &1 J"861on ot ~e'lo
en theracUu13 10'.8"_m.ro, while the tolltJ,ltlu
. olution that we ftn4 oont1rml5l the rellmlts ot
The 10l1U81'1ng oro e-s tion 18 shotn:\ to be ,Win1te .vim when tho
radl1l8 ot the map t1 :field re ion 1 JIlU,oh1.s8 than it. 'lhe
so&tter1ng oro.s- otlon 18 ot the forme
0-(e) - ;:tIi. 13 X:lt.lO
Ccs~.:z.. /
here (3 i A 0 proportional to the rnagn.tio 11_ ani fl ts.
the ¥e leDgtb ot th .am. ,SlnGG 0'" 1'0.' to mer~with ;t p4;:l
goee t<> .zeN ttl h there i no olae 10al 'CIOn 8»on4enoe to t1l1e




\ shall B .hi Bolu 10n t matoh th solution for ration II at the
•
!he V8 equa 10n r glon II ls, ln oylindrioal oordlnatee
The general lu'tlon of thi ~uatton 1a
.r. = ~ e,tz·0t(J{tl1k.J rJ"1-) <:t. ,~~)1r ~ '1M~ - (~1«,) J..,...,..-00
where the nd t s a.J" rbl tl'U'T conete.n" e a.nd J;.~.{~....)
1. • 8•• 1 fUnotion, in nera.l of" rr otlon&1 order ( epend: nil on # ).
:S, matoh! th c>lutionsat ,., .. 11. it is • a11, .boc that onlT
Beesel otlon of posl'llv order will Nmai,n, when i a'ppftaehe.
Z81'O. hie result, .hioh 18 nO't eelf eVtdthll due. in th18 Uati
B: goos to 1nt:f.nt.t7f oan b. onder&tooQ bt notioin« that for wtf:to1entlJ'
_all If the .ero point ener§ fluotuation in the aagnetio region tU'9
bigger thM the en.XI of the aleotroD e. and. th retors lh.
ProD.billt1 of finding the eleotl"On in the Jl:la8nG'u.or glon approaehe,
e ~ SO ish 11t{; pr s :ate eo be or
th :t b CI'. 0). . It 13 itnportMt t
r = t (if'*V::. - </-VIf/) -:c A '1'*1/
~?'Io\.
shall e natant in tb % direotion. In t that we
1'e us!.... ,we .a11y e th " t
#/) _ -iA.k -..,)01.9
''''11(; - e -e
only 0 tho ri,(J'h'C t the origin,
corr ot ino14ent :9'ei
th t no prahl of ult1plQ-
is at
w n the 00 S$ of tM,_ 0 loul 1I10n that the above
r: . ) I?tc."ft1l/
11 b sat1st1ed'bt choosing C{1I(.. = l--""
t«! T
(~ =- (-'i) J~IT f.J rII.16
tfl
00
of/.? ::: i(-i)'M~Ii.J: e t'nc8
7)1..' ~-=I t«
-e::.l (_z:)'1kfl{ T""*l.-I -~-Iol+1 -e1?tb I / 113:.);1
~, ~ J 7- =~~
when we (If U th
This 41ffeNnt! 1 eq,wdioncan be eastl" tn".,attt to glve
'1.1 I
<.h :: A-f €I ~'1-COtItT [J+I - i Jot- -e1'eJtb I
o
The lower I1m1t of the integration is determine. by the »equ1rement
that when 7J ( goes to zero, t.p1 &1sogee. to 1&&1'0 beoause. * e
have e n, <f 1 tnalua •• B••• l fun tion of ,Posit ve orde~ nl,..
In l' er to di.cue. the a~pt tte b hav101' ot If l' let us
write 1 a8 1f1· A L II - 127 ' where
00
i, :;;.J ~1;~'eCkIe [i: -1,' oe 1'(}It. ]r.iJ- I
6
00 I
J '7''1- Cod8[T . 'l'8l]-, (I2 ;::. 1(2 ..JoLt-I -1.~ oL u.+.,.,'
Th til" t ot theM lnte~al. ts DQw:rU(Ii)
-e. <[<ia.4.J';"~)J _[0 £.1 ~~
(.H l-_j$z,) i. -2 L: 6(.
.In our oa8.e, ;S::o C6S (:} J -"~::-+-' so tha
I:tI.20
B oauee he 1n'egrand 1s v n in 9, W$ h :ve u1tten the final
:r:p:ressl0 ft)X' the above inte(p'al as' a ttmct10n of I()I .d. ot /5tA {)I
Renee
i«d~-lot){- 'q. -£101 - "BJZ; ;:. e t -"LoQ.
{~tl-( 61
= 0 f~ &<"0
-1.(;(8
2
.(, }(/1-::. e i- 8>0 III. 22
where we have taken Q as going from -Ii:' to ;r .
Weshall see presently that 11 represente the largest term
in the asymptotio expan ion of cf'l. The faot that it ie zero for
e < 0 shows that this part of SV1 passes (a.symptotica1l1) only
on the upper side of the aingulari1y. To explain this, we note
that t.p 1 cont ins only positive values of m, and therefore of
the angular momentum. It is quite natural then that this part of
If 1 goe. on the upper side of the singulari'1. Similarly, since
acoording to (111.16)
it follows that ~2 will behave oppositely to yYl in this regard,
BO that together they will makeup the oorreot inoident wave.
Now, in the 11m1t of -pI ---J:::P 00 we are allowed to take in
(/3)
the integrand of 12 the first a~ptot10 ~ermof ~ namely
J.L -t:>().,.)~.(!t!)$(7-"-io( -f/lT). Weobtain
Joo -r.""!- ~15I.srr: . 'toll;)T j j I C+ 7\r ~..a --z., e J./ (;J,.7 -t> u III.232 1-' 'o/.-#-' ~
where
s)-




Nowadding 111.27 and 111.28 together and using 111.24 and 111.20,
we find that the term of 1/( r ,)i in the asymptotio xpansion of
<fl is
1
c: ')7. r .,..'-t c(. 't- - (-t) ~ t
:l{2.ir)( e')~ I +~f:)
,~J 1_ -t" 1,'e III.29+- 2 e I--e
(?-')!z. /-etN8
~l and ~2 we obtain for thUsing again the relation between
eorre,pond1ng term in f/ 2
f. ')£ ~ '1/ I I 'JC't I: )-0< e' Ife-1.f) -f. -7.'"1. _10 III. 30
- ::lCtc){ -I C!'J~" f-fC8SB t;')t.. · :---:e
adding 111.29 and 111.30 and using 111.22, we finally get
111.31
There rema1ns the oontribution of ~3' whose aS3Jl'lptotl0b ha lor is
(see Eq. 111.23)

term of' Eq. 111.32. Here, we see that the phase of the wave funotion
has a different value depending on whether we approach the line
from positi ve or nega'Uve angles, 1.e., from the
upper or lower side. This confirms the conclusions obtained in the
approximate treatment of Seo. 2.
Weshall now discuss the two special cases that oan 'be solved
exaotly. . The first is the case where0(. n. Here, the wave function
til -.,,~X -1.'0( a
is 'f" ~ e € , which is eVidently single-valued
when r:J. is an integer. (It oan be seen by direot differentiation
that this is a solution.)
The second oase is tha.t of 0( ... n.±. i. Because In-Ji {"'0




LJ--/t:"'This function vanishes on the line (7 • It oan be seen
that its asymptotio beha.vior is the sameas that of Eq.(3.)
with «. set qual to n + i. In this oase, the single-va.luedness
of fib evident. In general, however, the behavior cf $V is not
so simple, sino f/ does not beoome zero on the line tl = Ie' •
4. THE EXTENSION OF THE ABOVE TREATMENT TO INCI,UDE THE SOURC;r:;SOF
FO'l'ENTIALS •.
In the previous seotions we have derived our results taking the
E.M. potentials to be a given fUnotion of spaoe-time. The question
can be raised as to whether it 1s allowable in our oase to omit the
souroes ot the potential from the disoussion.
Thi problem 1s oonneoted with a very general question in quantum
mechanics, since very treatment of the e1 otron by the one body wave
equation, 1s carried out with the same assumption, namely, that the
potentials are giv n functions ot spaoe nd time. Suoh a treatment
is needed, not only as a oonvenient approximation, but it is an
essential part ot the Bohr-Heisenberg interpretation ot quantum
meohanios. Indeed, if the system were not treated this way, no
physical meaning oould be given to the parameters appearing in the
wave function.
I
For example, we oould not discuss the preparation
of a wave paoket by shutters and slits, regarded as classioal, but
would have to do an N body quantum meohanioal problem in every case.
It will th refor be instruotive, not only in oonneotion with the
qu tion under discussion, but a+so more generally, to show just how
it oomes about that the one body approximation with specified
potential funotions oan be used under appropriate oonditions.
In order to treat the combined system oonsisting ot an eleotron
and a souroe of potential quantum mechanioally, it is necessary to
start from a oorreot oanonioal formalism. We shall suggest a simple
example ot a generator of potential pulses whioh includes all the
th1 , we con 1<1.• 1' holl iW metal ph"
fhrou these hIe h ~ ohar Ii objeot 1. a110
ere. ~ sphere 1 conn ot d b7 a. wlrs to em of th drl:f
tube d ons
th w11', th rift tube ra hi ldW f·
'fh resul ot t alUm will
r , whioh is pUlse-lik nd smoothlyv&r,J1ng
(3') ) f th 41 taneta 7, of h ob rge fro the centre
ot the e%' •
pul in y
n the tub 1sPP3:'eciable on17 during the 'Urnsin
which1; 8 leotron 1s well inside th drift tube.
the lectrl0 nero of the
2 .
w111e w. CYIII ,2
wher 1s an a .propriate " p e1ty ot the ~h8re plus the tube..
The 1Iam11tonian ot t oan then be itten in
1:II.35
where If is the .sa Cif the movi ohlt.;rge, 'frhich we take to be '1f7
1ar e.
,. ? • 1 t J • o.
...So
t.I'heenergy of the electron which is being .ent 1hro~h the
drift tube is
if'
where p. 18 the momentumof the electron.
Finally, there is ilh interaction energy between the eleotron
and the generator. This 1s zero for the. grounded tube (designated
-aa number 1).
For the 8econd tube, we oan caloulate iit by noting t&at when the
eleotron 1s inside, the total charge on the system of sphere plus tUbe
18 CV (y) + e where Q = CV (1') is the charge tha.t would be present
if there were no electrQn. The eleotrioal potential energy 18 then
W· = t (V (y) + ;)2. Phs differenCe W' -W is the interaotion
enero, which i given 'by
where f';) is a function that is unity inside this tube and zero
~
0~t81de it and x is the ooordinate of the eleotron. The term
2f; whioh represents the rea.otion of the electron on itself
l
by the
way of the oharge it induces on the tube, will be very small. llenoe,
W Shall be able to negleot this term in suDsequan'i oaloulations.
By starting nth the oorreot int tia! conditions, we oan then
* We are aegleot1J:lga further oontdbut1Qn, which is due to the
image of the eleotron in the drift tube. Thi$ oontribution is,
however, the same for both tubes so that it will not affect the
relative pha.se of' the two beams, and therefore will not affeot
the interference pattern either.
Gy
law of . ti(m t derived from th ahov
The correct Initial oon41t1on~' are th4t belore interaotion rlrte
(a( t--l:> -Cl() ) the pn.r~tor anA the e1~otron ar. "»1"08 nted b1'
suitable 1ncld.en' wav poats, each of which 1 .elut!. n of th
Hem!l tonlan of the oerr •• ponding rr
wh re a. (Fy ...1>7)1. a ~aok.~ function
P,. .. P, •
10 (y) 1 then a paoke' een a' ~ =- Py
'oment ,
o that for
ne,.Uve t1mes .he charge is &'pproQch1ns th sphere .from negativ
v..lue ot 7' The ho1clent wavepacket ot the eleotron is nUt~l$rlT
J . J?,'l,)cf (~-;i-); t(~-P;)e1f {~x -.2~.1:- cL~ Ill. 39.1' k(~-~) is p oket oent~t' 4. at Ii::: ~ .e.n4 Wber4ii
,. , ="Cf(x-: 1:-) te tbaJ:etO:N a ,aok.' oente1"94' at X =- ~ . L- •
~tor$ th pMk.,strios the lube, however, it is ( e a.escrlbe4 u
seotion 2), 8Plit in~ two oohe:ref1t;puts. l/t a:» and ~ a: 1:-)
whioh enter r •• pecUvel, t~e tiret and 1Ih second 'tubes. The WfiV9
function of the oOllbine4 at
By h t e appr cteble interaotton begin ~ take pl Co , t e
eleotron paekets ..U1 e. by hypothes1s, ....11 in ide the tubs. In
th ttl' t\1, e potent! 1 raaine zeN, so that '4 ex":;; l-) an4
¢, (y: t-) lU' dfJ or1bed bT th 1r fre Hamil on1 " In th
8 oon4 tu e. we tJ't, how&Ver, use the Bamiltonl$S'l
rp 2... '2. "1.-
If == -JL +- CV~ +- eV(~) + ~ 111.41
::l.JV} 2. :l'n'\.
(wh raw ave .et f(x~) =-1 1nqua'U,on 111.31). ~i8 sp;Ut
into t part. 1 0 ronte part, ~ 'l.. ,is not changed, 8-<"'N.
solution for he 1eotron ontinu8s to as it
wa before,
gener or v riable, 7, 18&1ter.. But bere,




( '.oothl,.,11 compared wi 'lih h Alstano, In whioh th
v-aryn ) funotion, Vb-hell n.. ppreo1a.bl1"
To trea thia problem, n wrUe iown the uat10n of' con erv ...
We1ntl"ocl:aoe the Tariable, P/>, which 1. ibe ' olft$ntu or the: charged
)edT in the ab8.n~.ot 1nt8r..ot10n nth the eleotron. This 1.
"1L t\:: oOf' 0..( P~- PIj) i/h ih:'"- 2t1~VL.'i)~ .i-/~v;lz¥.t cH~%. ~ I ) _ .e.- ,~" J ~ .J
'" J Ill.
- oC 1" ~ - 2rl.e.VCj)
"here ~o baa some large n e,tiV'e v u'$. l'eJl"t'13~m't!ng e. p !at »a.1J8Qd.
by th.o oh6rg~ before th ~ntera.etlLon l1as begUn to. be a.~prEl~18.ble.
l...
Sine • .111~VL~) iSt 'by b3Pothe is. s_l1 compued with i>; t
00 ' 'J
* tr LU b) ~ j a (~- Pi) i/1\ j ( p; - ~(~)) ~ - ~ it t x:n:.4'1:. J' rzr: e: ~j] P'j ..e J.M.-A~l
, -0(;) f PfJ ' . ~
Wenow oompare th abov with 1,L3, t) • the VI :to tunt'tton ~:untt"el/)~omt...
~. to the leotron t ;pa,QQ!ngt.hrough 'till first 811t.
"IhS-s waV$ t\.U'loUon ia
CIID
f
t -) ~ ,,2..rr (~I~) ~ ':{ p~- ~~ e iJt1~{)~.d,-r '-Md/'t'I' J r:;r~" !J .
_~ 11 I-'~
$'< il ! I
* tfhj.s way funoUon i o~l~1tlste'4 £01' tim$$' ~r whtch ;L.t1eV{'j)
1 .81"0 ~a1n.,
iEfn, we 8XP'J'EU'·$ 11 as funetiQn of t by the equ tion ciy ~ ~ rit
The re uIt th n beoome.
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and thia i. ju.t w. ~, ... ob"d.ne4. in, fictien 2.
,
ft. & vealoulaUon 1. a JP.olal a.e 11lustr Ung a verN
eneral oharact.:l'iatl0 relevant to the uantunt chanioal ill 01111 ot
sa ents. For lUld,.eroond!tlen 1n whioh a la.rge 80ale qatem
behave. adiabatioall7 in 1.is interaction w1ih anotber qstetn, (in
general, small loale) the large seal 81'8t_ in quesUon oan be
tr aied purel, kin atie&117 &8 dtezomln1ng given pot nital, that
is a given function of time and spaoe. ~e large-eoale syete ~hus
8erv8 as a oe-t .. tr a. In our problem, the Ume w&e
rop"pn·8 dynamlca.111 in the 00 bin dqat by the vari »1 t 7,
which coUld a8J,'V as a clock beoause the assooiated MSS, It, 18
TS'lq pe t. Theretore, it 1. quite natural that the lnte,ratlon
over tlme in our first treatment 1s repl eed in the pre.ent treatment
D1 antntegration e.er the v~.ble, if, whloh DOWSe" t. define
the time
fhe ae nd. e pI, 111'0.... 4 1n section 2, wa8 that of the
.tic po entia1.. .Again,it i' .possible to e.-telld the 01'$11.- il~
inolude til ao~oe of 1lhe.agJu!I"U~flu. 'he f'U'ot step 1s to.
find a sour e1ch an be oonvenlent>17 cl • T'ibe4 b1 a Rami1tonlaJh
Suoh source a, be ~pr sent"d b3l"two cOa:;Qfll ",,'ind.r., ot
a1 oat equal r&d!... a, on the aoe of wloh pos1tiy and
negative oh
Th po tilTelT oharged o)"llnc1er, whiob ie talc n to have a very bla-
me ent of in rita I, 18 rota'Un a a g,tven r t , whUe tlle other
1 fix d. They thus repre.-nt the ob81"... l'.s con,t.; Ourrent
needed.to produce tll. "'.Oilor .potential in the e;a:ampleot seotion 2.
It is not •• sy to eolTe thi8 pro1>l ea.oU, ainoe, in prinoiple,
all th T~iable8 of 1Ib. eleotromalnetic.titlc1 1'1.ou14be inoluded in
the eyst.. In. ad, we ,,1'1. 11 solve a limpl1f1ed qst in which
the above varia. 1 8 are not taken Into aocount. X't ls easUt
veri ted that our solution approach the oo:rreet n when I. th.
o tnt of' inertia of the rotating OTl1na.~,1 large GIlcuah, s:1n9&'
tor this oa ., the action ot the el.otron 011 the rctatina- oylinder
do not oh g$ its an,ular v looitT by any PPJ'Cciabl ount, and
b nce the 1"&41&tton due to this ohange, 0 n b nesl.ct 4.,
A auit&bl. l~ng1aD ~ desoribe the 1 plltled qst_, llJOuree
an lectron, is"
cf ~j-;n(. {~Z -J-tf;"~ -f~ !fe< -1-1:. :C&~
•where Q 1s the a.ngular v.looit,. of the rotating oylinder, -}/ and
g; are the polar coordinate of the electron, a.nd k 18 the constant
ratio:
where i is the magnetio flux.
The quatlons 01' motion are,
f;~;; -t?e =--0
~ g := tI (?'H 74) ==- '1'Hi ~+dI-?' df'
whu: ~ = (j,f =- ~j; ~ '1.'+...18
J ?Jj
~ :: .L& +~;
111.50
In the limit when I tends to inf'1ni ty we have:
III.51
TheHamilton1an of this problem ;iSt
1+::>- ~ 2. +.1 ~[f!" _ ~ Pe 7 z:+ ~z + . , .
.:}?JA- 2~ -J. ~ i: 1 :?L
+ high l' order correotions of t (which oan be neglected her ).
~
Since .Pe' 18, in our ease , a constant of the moUon, the part 01.'
111.52
th Hamiltonian which desoribes the particle motion is equivalent to
the Hamiltonian of the separated eleotron treat d 1n seotion 2.
For cf. CP( -J., ':P/ e) it is possible to choose e1gen-statea of
Ptr
the angular momentumof the souroe, sinoe llE:r commuteswith the
Hamiltonian. Wethen bave:
where 7Jf = '% and I,·~::cj) t";?'U. =- -!h
1< and ~ 02, have the same meaning as they have in equation }II.~
It is easily seen from 111.53 that the expeotation values of
,
Y and If are equal to those ot the corresponding example in seoUon 2.
We have therefore justified our approximation of seotions2 and 3
where w took the poten'Uala to 'be given f1.U1otionsof spaoe and time.
In general, we h ve instead of the wave funotion III.53 a wave
paok t with .1~ LJ a »z: ,we then find some fluctuations in if
and therefore in the result of the interfereno. But these quantum
fluotuation. will ul3Ually be very small when I is large. It is
interesting, nev rtheleas, to disou s the meaning of such & state
which will be given by a superposition of states of III.53t
111.54
It 1s easily verified that this solution includes correlations
between e and q;" Th1$ is the ease even when only ~ Iis inoluded
in <P , namely, when the particle passes on one side of the source
only.
At first sight this resu! t might seem surprising sinoe our v.otoX'
potential does not represent forces and therefore one would suppose
that 1t can be removed 'by a puge transfo:rmatioh from. any dmply
conneoted region. But the point is that "e number" gauge trans-
formation will not do; one ne.ds 1nstsad a oanonioal ranaformBtion
whioh involves the ooordinat •• ot the souroe, (in our oase
~ = e"It f'8 r;~IrP Suoh a transformation w111 ~ain introduoe
the same 001'1' lation between the partiole and the souroe. Thea
oorrelations are, of oourse,ea abliahe4 br th force whioh the eleotron
e%erts on the 80uroe and ther fore theY'are ot the same order as the
terms whioh W8 have neglected. It 1s, nevertheless, interesting to
note that we oan desoribe this oorrelation by a veotor potential whioh
d088 not repre.ent foro 8 but whose value depend.son the variables of
flh souroe (variables whioh are, in a general quantum state, not well
detin d).
similar reeult, whioh will not be ,obtained here, ean be derived
for the first example ot .eo ion 4, namely, that of the soala,l"
potential. In this zample w have the.am situation &8 in the
previous one; the potential in the tube 1s oorrelated to the position
of the genera.tor and is therefore, in general, not well defined.
Thus we see that result, similar to those discussed above, should
bold in this oase as well.
5. AU Eia'ERIME.NT L TEST OF THE ABOVE RESULTS.
s yet no direot experiments have been carried out to confirm
the eff ot of potentials where the»e ia no field. It 18 thaI' fore
important to tesl wheih l' suoh effeots actually exlst. Suoh a test
1s, in faot, within the range ot present posslbilitie ••* Reoent
* Suoh an experiment is now in progress at the University of Bristol.
It is being carried out by Dr. R. G. Chambers.
that 1mv been eparated. in one Case '1' alii muah ae
<>.8 • ( lh). I is quite posstbl to 1I'1nd 01$110&4 wbtoh are
• t mati: 11', we
the !'1ght tud.e (the raagnltude. s to be of therde,r of
,T I'l ~ It. tV 7 % lO-7gau s orl) b1 means of fine p.ermanent171"0 12-
agnetiz d "whisker tl~. flh& 801eJlOi4 can be used 1n l!ar on ts
d..Tice( I\, ) t while the whisker t~ sul :b1e tor another ~per1lJenta1
setup{ 1<), in which the separa.tion 1$ of the or er of .,101tOBe and,
the whiskers ar iVen . al1er than tld.s.
In prinoiple, ". COUld 0 the ~erim nt '7 o'b erving th int 1"-
terence patte~ with and wit U1 th agnet! t'1U%. Jut sinGe th
main fleet of the nux 18 to d1 1 the Un pa.ttern w1thou.t
ohangtng th interval structure, this uld not be convenient
exp r1ment to do. Inst. ,1 t would· • ier 10 Yary the magnetl0
...lwt within thes . exPo$v. for th e 80tlon ottha inter:t r noe
patt.ma. Suoh varla'Uon would, aocording tt) our pr Vious
dhou., sion, shift he 1i1tertereno patt rn of ihe e1 ot-ron b.~am.*'
'1'hEJform of b interferenoe patt rn w1l1 be ohansH and 'h.
aet eUon of this obal'l86 would then oOlllJt.itute El. verj:ff.ea ton of the
predicted phenomena.
*' There \till also 'be a. 9011ohMg& 1n th. t~1':liQf16!"3' of \ke trlnsee
inc. the i.ntensl"t7 of the Deam8Will, in geMt"al, oe a funotion
of th~'position on the screen.
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When the magnetio nux 18 altered, there will, of course, be an
field can be made negligible. For example, suppose that the magnetio
induoed lectrio field out ide the olenold, but the frects of this
flux were suddenly altered 1n the middle of the e%posure. The
el ctric field would then xist only for a very short time, so that
only a small part of the be would be affected by it.
6. pISCUSSION OF SIGNIFICANCE OF SESULTS.
The eS8ential result of the previous disoussion i that in quantum
theory, an eleotron (for example) oan be influenoed by the potent1aJ.s
even if no field is acting on it 100a1ly. In other words, in a f1eld-
free multiply-oonnected region of space, the physioal properties of
the syet still depend on the potentials.
It is true that all theee effects of the potentials depend only
L ... - J -'i> -'!>on the gauge-invariant quantity y A·dx. R·da, eo that in reality
they can be expressed in terms of the fields inside the circuit.
However, aocording to ourrent relativistic notions, all fields must
interaot onlT looally. And since the electrons oannot reaoh the
regions where th fields are, we oannot int rpret suoh effects Bf$ due
to the fields themselves.
In olassical meohanios, we recall that potentials cannot have such
signifioance beoause the equation of motion involve only the field
quantities themselves. For this reason, the potentials have been
regarded as purelY mathematical auxiliaries, while only the field
quantities were thought to have a direct physioal meaning.
In quet meohanics, llh sssential d1f'torenoa 1s that 1Ihe
equation of otlon of p~tiol.
an nb 1 .or, Ii ,whioh OU 01: 00 e:x:pres e4 1n term ot the fields
10 ,
p1 a 1, in Soh tUnger J e u 'U.on, which i &nalogousto that of
..... .....-tho in ex ot retr ction in optios. The :rentz foro oE + ( /o)v x R
doe not :p n 1 th ory, t ppears only
tore em e.tw-al t t i$ pob to propos· the. , in quantum meohanios,
nta1 Pb7a1oA~ntities are the potentials, while the fields
are d 1'1vd fro th by diff'CU'entia.ion •
Them1n 0 j oUon that could 'b mised ainst the a.b011'G
uggestion i g.L·~;J\l.ude in the gauge i '9'Qt'!anceof the theo17.In
'other ord-, if th otent!al. subjeot 0 the tr Deformation
I/. -4> A-n. ( = /In. + a fb ,whe ~i8 a continuous oal' l''f- c: «: eXfA'
function, th n all th known p&7sio&1 quantltle are left unchanged •
s result, the
po ential , 1.(X)
'Phi e means the.t in
• pb1's10 1 beha'tlor lsobtalned from any"two
/
4 ;ftc- (x), r 1ated by the above tre,naforrnat1on.
tar &8 the potential •.ar rioh r in properties
than the fields, th re is no way to reveal this additional ~1ohn&a •
I1i we. theretore oonoludedthat 'the pot nt1a.ls canna",Baveany eanlng-,
except insofar a8 theT are ueed mathematioally, to oa.10ulate the
tteld 1t
w~ &etrvo"en fro. th . e;umples 49801'1\)04·. tn this pa,ea- t:~t tbe
abov . PQint of' view 0lUU10~ .~. -.tn:ta1ae4 to'»' the p~&1 ea... 01
~ian~ of' ~hG t~enq. Itt't U 4<>.$c show thatb Ell \il_"".J:.n'l'(o1:vUlg
on17 lOoaJ., int01'30'Uons ( .'8f' SOhr'a4~e~·. O"t'i &$.1'".'$ equ(4$i,o~tan4
~ent qu.a.n~maohantc.l :fWd th~Us), tbe :pe1tl1tl~, het" ,b
dt1ng on the cb~e& ~~t1cles~'
va cU.:sQUfi),Glon lnd14a1;~ a,ga1l\, that it mat be nee .~
to e~d the in 8I'PretaUon Qf obserte.bl. ~. me~wJ'em_n:tl. . Po~.
~ample, we not10 tb4t 1I thematioal eltUtiea like} ~cljf'L ue
p~fectl1 good Rermitian op*_4tt>J"a, SO that aoeorMl'l«' to the 'basto
principle of tua1ttua aeo'ha.tl1o$ alone, theN' oan be ob.~'bl But
usually oh:obs~l s aH not na14~1'ed$:lnoe~1n the olassic:~l
lW t, they us not mGAl9l.U''G4, 4iree 17 AS suoh't but only ln41reotq
-- ~->
(--11- b7 JlUs-in« a(:) 1;lte14. the chqult ~4 WJ"tcing f;> II d:r ..
J B-: """> ). hV91"theles&. we bave ~ that .1n qU&1t~_ theer¥, t;he"
is & direot way . () &S\U'8 j A f- k ~ t •• ,. 'bv a eu1taole t%lteltte"l"enee
Q rim' nil'.
Such a Dlea~ 18 (al po1nt-e¢ out in Qhaptelr!Xl) (It .. fl_ kirtd,
not d1sOl1.&ee.db;r Ileisenber4' ani Joh:r.ln theb 'basic t~.a'ttl4u,.ot
QJe4UUl1enrent. 'theQI7.
f ~ J fLYfile rel~tlon y AfA U ., F~.y. U' npw take. ~ f'ur;\her
meaning. It .eases to be a1mplr a purel, mathema'tit.a). 171del'ltltr, and:
7-G
, f''J in id the oircuit. lJnlls lin -t$ that perhaps anended
iheo!7 110 d d&Vi'lop, in whioh th$ rela ion be*en the t 0
is not just
CQtlsequenc of 81 Q.uaUons 01 the ph;Y$taalqst (e-",., quaUons
of lI1o'Uon). or this to Possible, it 1 nsce.$S!P7 to formulate
h ih ory 1n oh a y hat non-looa.). opera tors l1k$ { fA t" d:Ic. fJ"
could.be oquations.
t ~etomar.T to con iier suoh non-looal
app a.r
th "3 r non-10m. r, 80m. exten.! ns o~ th U$ 1 quantum
(f'})
., II 1 enberg' S vu rom lie ), 1n1Ih or'/!1f r
which h
like j ~ cbt P- could appear tlUiJrGdirect1;y.
U 1. &Uohtheories 1t -7 ~_ be possible to aoh! 'V'6 our aa,
namely, t i th reI '110118. en h local meaeJU%>ent of the
fleld. qu tt ties F fJ'--oJ and the non,.,looal me&.u~ nt ot f> ...~ <1 X ~
wUl 0 a to be an !denti.tl.
oiher p-o sibilUy 1s to r ta.1n the pres nt local theoq, e.nd.
ina ead w a turth ~ new lnterpr tatloD to the
potent! 1 " ma.y,tor ~ pl., utend the theon in auoh a wag
that oan regard ,4 t""' (x) ttJlelt' as :an. o'bse1'Va:bl. (f.... ? ph,;rsical
variabl). This means that 1n our $ztended theory we should. 'be
able 1:0 define an o'bs8M"able 4U'fel'enoe be'b1reen two ql;lan\wn stAt ••
w}l'loh' fto%' only by ga-uta llramd'otrna.t1on" andln this fla:T to mak.e'
the-loa 1~lUG of t e potent! lQ moa blo.
11 known that the non nation of
h~e 0110 B a
o .A a result, there is no .'1&1" ev n to
xpre98 tb po :1 il~ ty 0 the non~on
i. , on- uge inv i~t tb: toles,
oh /:to doee not ediate17 follow
sll, t 1 woul e the sult of the u tioD
£It . J or of t qs ~ bei in QP 01&1stateo motio
( 0 ulA pos i1>18).
r th n go a f r as to o~ the th$ory in lIb.ilf.,erJr~
fun ot{,q >, may nsid n lntrmedla ~$o1bi11ty
tor 1nie11>r., in A,.,.. Weaooeptth cons.e"ation of the tot 1
th lUliv r•• , ga e 1nvar1 nce
of tIt ory tor the tot 1 poten t 1, ...!J"(z.) s : r ~lt.in l'POrit this
t we cODatd r the eplit of tb oh into
two or III r parts, wh1 &r$ notseparate~ ,one ned.. 'or xu»l.,
in nuel a.r and. high ~nergiQ" ph r).omen,thor are prQO $&S ( .g.,
~-d~oa:r and m n produat1on) :1nwhich the oha.rge en gi'Ven kind. of
particle (e"g .., proton) is not ooru!!Ierved,while on11 the oharge on all
kinds ot pe.:rliol to th l' is conasrv d. In \loh a '81's"era it _19ht
!-1
1'1 14 . usooiated. with eaoh kind of partiole.
it is clea:r tha:t ince the p~il.l 0111'fints a.r$ not, in g&ruJral,
OllserYed, the partial .potential WJ.ll likewise fail to b genara.l1.;r..
gaule invariant. !o'Wver, the theory 11'1111b stUI gauge in,.uiant
with regard to 'the total poten 1al.
Some flection e owe th t th above beha.v1or is qUite nat 1'801
nd in eed tv n to b e%,pote. For xtAmp1 t (lion 1d:e:l' the similar
pro'bl of th 1nvarilUloe of th whol ",niver-a to a tl"$nslat1cm in
·IJP .10.• lJ1h1s 1nvarianoe glve. rise to the oonservation of IIlQrnentwn
goivs rise 110 til .oonservatlon ot oharge. It, how.v: 1', (a 1s
nee s ary in all r 1 p~bl 8), we split the universe into two parts
under b erf,;t!on an the f'7lame), the moment\:.b'not
ea.Ch part fa11l!J "0 be con e1'Ved because the Lagr&n$'ian 1s not neoess-
arny 1nvari t to Ii rela'1ve cU~plac men' of the Juts. As a
r U1t, it become.poed 1 to have an. e~er! ent that d.~ine$ the
re1at1"'. position· ot the puts, 'V1 n hough no suoh aperlment
detininB, for eJ;8I'DplEit the Oenter of mass of the un1 •• 2:' •• 18 possible.
ShU 1."17,the lnvar1anoe ot th Lagran«ian to a aau,ta ttanJ:torma~1on
on the tot 1 potentials means that the "lSerO" -ot the pot nUal 1s un-
iefinBble.
1'e1a.10n of one part of the univer.e to anotherj
e ha'V not, e. t, been able to :x;pr'•.8 sueh. a $plU in terms
of oanon! 1 tor 11 ,
tar wi h U1l 11 e.qutlon~ or th. total p t n1~a.l,A~ :
We now pli , , , ., :lOUl' our:r nt J,... into p,. J~ nd JP-
no be J1. rv el, 1y; Div j~-+ 0 f Dj:"j~tJ
III. 55, Dl? (j~ +-J~7- ) -=<> •
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Wth thus ea$ab11shed ltalatiotl:shl) b.tween Af-l ... A; and tll,
oha.;r; ourr nt lU"oe, whioh 1s, of cO~;L"e; lnV:l"iant wUh rSlil,t;lelot ~).l
gauge tr a:form tionon f.-l.,. f-2• In thi watt he relati ()
gause migh e d fin Jh3'sioally 1'1 tel'lnB ot Div (if -iF )
which i ob rv:b1. 1'h a sugge tien provide, e.s we ha:v~ a.lrady
state t a n&r 1 J.. e of .pprooh to this PNbl ,which hope to
pur furt r in th tutu".
oth r po ibl1it, e~iBtd fo~ ~eaBqr1ng dlrec~ly quantttie like
JAp.. dx f-" (Zo) • :1 i by tbe l'D.eaeurben'j of &JiJif£mt levels $,1):
non imply- onn ete r 10ns.
<{.;(x, ) 1 ct:t'On must be sinele v.lued. It the le() ~on il'it
in a 17 at fi 1 - res .region,with:flu P in th c~ntGr,
th n th "p!17sie 1 angula~ o entum, (fc,p ... .:l~ j- ) 1 no longer
.t: C>nh, in 1 i the canonical momentum, :P<j"" - t. 'D!P whioh mueil be
B t eq, 1 to nh, it <f is to 'be ~insle 'Ve.lued. /11he$1t~1'~, how6ver,
b proportio 10th square of th np~eioal n MS'1.llal" f!lOJDen:fl\.Wl,.e-I:L 4- g I' z.(pp- ;(K'c. ) ... ( ..,." n,; -. .:lln:...r ) \0 ]lIme, by Cl'been:Lng the
energy Ie 81 of ffY tGm 19' oouldet8hl1n p. Thi& fa<>t 11
III itJcuEls10n given: in Chap"r 2, s anon 3 • Viz.,
omentum (El%ld angular III n'tum) spao 9 1'180 a OrQ d1l"$ot
suoh a. p , ela.aGio '11, 0.11 o'bpM"a.'b1G ef£'O(r'U· aopend OA the
quanti 1 - oQ -9 lone. %n .h6 m>fAOe at _.nonie 1 mOf!lfultum,-.e.
quantities 11 e JAf'- d:lt fJ-aJ\>pear in a Qimpl~ and 4lr&ot 1f'tt¥ as !tp~1nti
moan in quant inc in
quan
qUantitl&8" in the i"el.Uon bet11Gen .nerD ant\oMQnioal m01U$nt\tm
!his nggest. ~hat n may'Deu••h1 to .tuqour »ro'blem In. lhi
d~ pp.a.oe u "11.

tube t thEJ 'bov. DlU.sure ant will d.eteot a ohan 111th. mome~1it.\$
r tor, prod. e t :t 111 1. aQctU'ate e:nqt.2;gh.. Jut $u~lla
m ~ent ill :tnt:roduoe ~ c01"1'eep.&nd1ngunc&trta:i,nt7 in the 0-
oriina1e- '1 \fhi e tb moment measured.. l'he
o "V -e V{v
tr d'errsd to h ge stor 1. .dry = '1r1.J . ud
to d .teat thi quanti t;r we baT t.o m SUl"eit to an OeuJ' 01'
L1P;f' < ~ s which 1ft 1114.oe n un rta1nty ~!:1~ ~ = It, '11t.
-4~ e vZy)
tth1 uno tain 1 in :I ,,111 lnU"OdUt)8 uncm inty ;.:lr~.AJJ
.. 1r~
in the time durin« which the gener~tor '''ay inside tb 8ph r •
'1'hol" will be con sponding certAinty in the pM•• of th~ betm,
ot the order
Lfl= ~YAT.-vev~.'>J* k ~
Wehav thus verii' ed tho well known genel'lll nle of qU&r1tUllltheor7
whioh t tee that no interference M taJc& )1 oe it a Jl\eSSlU'emnt
ie to deteot th orb! t of the 1nter:f'Gl'ing lfuoticle. ( tl) :But
fE/r.nce w111 take p1 i Uat
argument, whioh will not b derived her.,
the exampl of the vector p~tentia1.
The .cond question whioh we t to i CUes is that of the
Bingl valuedness of the ave funot1on. Xn .ht me.tn.Uo...tl~
exampl., it 113 p08s1ble to represent the ~.QlIQ%' p tent1 lout 1d.fT
the source by a tp;'adientof'a many valued soalQ.r tu.notionI .
From a purely mathematioal point of view, one might be led to
oonsider a wave funotion whose pbaa includ 8 a IDanr-valued
functi.on like f. The idea is that even though ihi wave
funotion 1s not single valued,· all the physical 0 s rv bles are
still well ~ tin d and single valued. This sug~e8tion applies,
as 1s well known, only to the oase in whioh the eleotron 1s entirely
exoluded trom the region ot magnetio flux. In our 0& ,however,
we actually only ~proaQh such & lim~t of infinite barrier by
taking a strong but finite barrlert ana therefore we oannot us
such solutions sino, stated before, they do not apply in regions
in which the magniic field is not zero. (If it were possible to
use the above W&ve funotions for general veotor potentIal "A, w
oould have elimina1ed all the ob ervable etfects of the leotro-
magnetio fielda, or we could have alt red them 1n an arbitrary way,
by introduoing any P £\motion please).
We conolude this appendix with the diecuseion ot what might be
c lled a " em1-cla doal" interprets. ion of the results of this
ohapter. ocord1ng to this int~rpretatIon, it is possible to
acoount for thelil&resu.lts without refGW'ing to ,Potential. at all.
Instead, they oan be oaloulated by following the ohang in the
variables of the sy ternoaused by: direct interaotion between the




(ca!culat a in th
1. • Qn
~
ro~a.'Uon) is not 30m sinO$ both P
-:>
and d t as" 0; ollila tor the wo pI te ~ 'the not ~tteot 1s tw10e
that oaleulated for e oh p.lat alon. !!'his.' chen," of _otiOll ie
cerrel t t& t e id on whioh the electron ta.y and the CUrfillrenoe
be n he 1'10 val
.e,JVctf , am 1y. he pbs; tht4t de'te1tlllnss the lnittrterenoe
;att i'n of b
A s 11 re ult can ca (}f tne veotor
otent1 1. In that XCha.rl$9 of' ngu],$.1" moment. between
e of th motion of the 1 ot~n.the two cylinde' k s pho
a.X<.ou. ..,.t-
in, t e
the 81 on h1 h .180t1'o11 paSSG t Mel 'iSain the 41ft.reno of
.f ;::[J ~df), +j&de~]
tot. he e1
si.tu tions 1n whioh the ;"4)80n08 of·a part1oJ. ban oause $.1l exOh-.ge
of m n'b (1 near or a~lar, oorresponding . 0 Cala.1"oJ' 'V80'ktr
18.1) bet en other pat1;iel&' even thoush tbe PGJ2tt!cle lnque.tion
i.e tn £1' e f1eld Ngion. Such U ••oha.n,. '8 .leM to .. Obrrespoful.

1~, in t 11, i ~h Ala, ;pl•• _ ua.'''al
•• IA\U_!*nt - f vl~_, tit ~~1aA 1:''''''' ot
f (1,y) = l'~('1) ~ (x)
wheN i-nC') ~11(Z)
* <fn ieh. 1'1 It
to o
n tion #6 ... lemi e8tl oper tor l
11.A(IC) 1. th9 atl1'e~ft ~tlot\ 0'. t
,nNl!'!A'IttIol", Q, op.. t~ tit z ••
~.~ pli. \bAt&t 1.
1t· 11
14 0
ope. .. J? Gftd 14 ue
oan -dn _-en s '
,. d.o 8Qt ift".l'ari, V~.vt4t4 "" tb' ua 11'1i-.o, ...... t".. in
1M. ,a).
o let 'fil.' oollg<1"91" • 1Ill'• .toxmattoa ot ~t.) .... 'her o~
no .•• , j_<:a), $Ooo~~'o .. 64;ua'blQIl '!:x.t~)"!o('IIA.~'/h1.()()J
"Jilt"". the inb:) an alsen ItmOU0J\8 01 aaoiher H.miie&n oper8l't<l1',
0., whioh, 11'1.. eral, do•• not oollUllti,., .,Uk 'Q.
\V, ~~n haTe
:[(h'j) =i ~J ¢;C'j) C(~?t.7mtlj)
t~ us define i t('7&()\ P?l.{'j) '::;.I.?M{IJ). fJb&88 f1mctiolle £orm a
""'-
tie orthonormal IS t in l' $~ao:et ..hleb .re .~an ftmc\1cns .,t :&
f'tlrther Hermit an, ope~atort K, t:hat 40•• not -commute wiih i'. W.
-,
f {X/~) :=i~(lj) ~Itl( Lll)
-?It.
an (G, H) 40 not commute, th., 0 nno' 'both be d..tind tog the:r ~n
aWl'em l'l1i. fUe eho\V8 that tn sucll aqQ"e~!i'1i,8a :,i&'te. the1i"Q1:8:
no W'l4rlto!.guo\lS m:eanips: 'to the properUe. of each 0 the JSU.b"S1st
eons1d.eredindividually. Aa fi "'all Qrl~ out a thf; nell:t *,_'11on,
Einstein, , odolalq ani Rosen have ehO... that the 1»," beha-vior eon-
'\ra.Uot oertain p1..auelltl. .rU.rlon whtob. the,. ~eld tor a.etU~·Uon
of p1'qsloa1 "aliiT' ,&114'thte is wh7 -woh ,roperties b"ite o.f1en b.en
Weshall now .h<tW'the..\ wnsla.Uol'ls 0'1 the tne 6.. cJ:ib:ed. abo\t~
play an sSQ'U,al :r.-o1einmea:S\U.'emtJ:l"the<1l!1'_ fhtUh.~"'.'" t.,.
CbAptElP 1t, ••ot10n 2,· eaob. ..ea.$ur~n\ of 'all o'pe~atol1' llnt:ro~o.s
an iateraoUon: .i.oh <I~ •• 'h, ~ hnctJ.Q:tl of 'tb:e,a.P)&il"&'W.8, 'Y.
;plus syst$l :11J' i-'Xt ~)- Po (:x) /0 (:r) to !<"., :r) •t tir rf;.(x) I+cv)
wJ:u~~'*l ~(Jt) 1$ the + th eis-n tunc'ion of a, whe!"e
~ (x) ;t i -6-'J- st4(J:) with t'fw:' e1'!fJr4+ t .ana- ".
whe~ ¢"!'8) :reno. an orthonormal. set wMoll aN distinct fOJ> ~h
Talue :1' }- . ( e'l'Yf.. reprsS$nt. a nrs.niom etl of ph D t'aot()1" ).
'10 e:lmpl1:ty the dleouBs1on, 1f$ .$,U.»,,p(UJethat &-+ 1s ~»p~eot.bl.
ln '9'ery lar 1"&1'1g'G, and thet
1n a stat in which
fhen w itaV'
!his is aiW an
paraiox t E.P•• t but th prol>l i.e more oomplex. b ceuse of "h&
{lha e t otora, -e 1.f~f. • If we now make th a e transfor aU.on
on W(%.) aft betor ,obttin
r{I'~) "te£!P.,.<t-u 9(&) !-,.C':i) =:!f/{'J)i${y.)
wh re h,~(y) =Ze't'!p~~ itCj)
traasto:ma1i1on.so that 11.(,) 1& in e1~n functi.on ofeome Jle~t'Gan
op.-ato1', whioh 18, howe'V.r, '9'er:l eampl1o$ta in U~ f'w);ot1ona.~
re1a.t1on ~ the o1'1g1na.l ope_tor:V. In the S&QtJ $en•• &-s'b~ore
?/
Th1s la, u taoi, the lJaltQ ditt1eu.l,ty 1n trfln,g to gtve a
oo~ple'.l,.quan:\~Qha.n1oal 'e.oriptton ot the .«.~tm.nt ,ftO •• ,_
., .. ie u8UaU,. clonehe" t. to ~o~. 'lhi ..... mt Q'b•• n •• ta.n
,
a. "ool1a11•• " or H4uet1on ot the _ve, p eket ~o the aC$ual11' Ob8.~'"
the $PpaZ'&~. (wh:leh t. ftPpOa 4. to be . 1... :a14.Ui' 4esc.r!b$bl.) ~
such Vta'T that 'he q1lfJ1U .Mala the ob .ne1: t,1ttes to ltlo~kll at ,1Ihe
lan B~ produee no :o1!111fioantIteot.fkeNfore. 'Ihi.l1ap ••
ould inwlve essent1al1T n.o , in anT Ph1 ,ioaloQsel"'n),bles.
s we have •• en 'beto~t wever, thet'e alt. alwf;7 .,ollie c>'tJ en-
ables (in generaJ: though, Teq cQmplj,(n~te") "Mob. 4oob~ VYQ1\ th
oVefUnction 18 made to ()011a.p... If 1~' uswu.l,. a"gtled toha'Cthee.
d" t _;y ~ J'M1 ,his1oaI .1gnltioano.~se, tbe,. are en rally
e much involved w1t te t~.1'IIlD4n 10 fluotuations of the whole
qat ~hat there 1 110 ntrolla ~ "V tt) l'1P&11t'.e,hem p~sioe.117
1n meaSU1"em,n\. ft\lS, th. easu"men'ti ,pro•• sa :18 so (esi-melt A8
to make he .\0•• de 01"11).4amb1guities in the p"~~t!esot tke
pal'tlal qat $ un1JlJpoJl!tan tor th • r!rJlent \Uld i' 41$OU.Ssio~.
P r rea8(U'l'wbich will be 41 CU$s., in the n~:d ection, i~ _as
, • 1
b en SU(1geated that t~. ift)lCu,"tl-e blpl1e4 b1 lb. J,l:~~. of '.,11.a.
till not aoiUG117 be lIft-enl in _Tat., wh1fth ~. ~a.~ef1 1)" l'lle.cS"<>'"
-oopt.o ora...,. r;,f ,dl8<Qn.oe. In o\'ber .~d.,'h. m~ bo-q waVe
eqution .. heU. mO~.0". •••• 1u ill., atom14 \to,_in,'but th .l~
eMceptlU\1 sol'u~m.~ w••k ~. 'Whtn _ a1I"lfOa~h ,_ lo~ _ill••
It tnloh ~ to hapge)\, tb:Ql1 t11. ~A.O~V~tJI_~~' .~14»;~,
11..... 111' I_a. the d1ffl()~t" 01 \bs E~tti~~lt, 111\h. ,~,mtfU;J
~t.»arrt141. qaiem and. th ••• eallU,"' ~11~"$ of 'he, ~ .~»'Q,;ti"n,.8 d,1t<Jusseda'bow •
.it ttl t.h&'~"()"eTt4el\11r _~~-'1:t)f,?i;ktiQ~ l~- th~~~ !n
,.11 r.$l; a.n4 for tha ,~O~0'1 m.ilil~nt U ~lc\1.a •• l. ollt~.
~ltter1Jtlent~ .:v'ldanee ()1t tla qu..atl()f). Of whath.~ ~b" ab4'ITI 4••• t~4
t)l>R$la.tion$r a.l~ ~~ QV.~ ~q d1~e.. %n th.-. 1a~Jtt .","f.fn
,. d!$~ •• sueh au experl$.t, _4 • ., tlat iJO.. ~_.,ti$.!'If alaaaq
t1$eeead.ait 1n £fiVOZ qf' tke _alit; fIJI $lAh COnii:14U&~.. lJ!l~
. . {23J
~~.dment hiGh we 41etN.$1t.8 tl:r$lO ~£J.i~4 b~ ".J;f:»*. "1'l'4.
'~ft'uent 18 11' late4 "ell the oop~l~!I.;ti"n~t (#;d~l'. 'bet_. \tl.tt
itfolui:~tioti of ti$~t ghO'"kn. ~eO;e:rtt17If;. '~l:t'(d.wa_ :r~a_
~ins't 'lhG i4M tba'l t1\le,ara43. ~ ... t~~1~'Il&t9~ tn!m :c~~
In the 16f1l1"'11o~ ~I thl" 4he.1l~~W. 3n"~ill$.a _1.1.01 ••
'* h hl. ;tr ..cR4"1ena •• 11.~. $».'••'lIII'h'ob _.UJ t1:r~"
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. .\ bri f r i of the physical significance of the arad I Ei .It is sh n th t it involv s a kind of correlati f ~h ox 0 ~mstel~, Rosen, and Podolsky is given, and
i quit diff r nt from previously known ~~s 0of e prop~rtles of ~lstant ~oninteracting systems, which
vhi b uld void th paradox, and which would stil~o~relatlO.n.An l~lustratlve ~ypothesis is considered,
n n I z d to d t It is shown h th h e consistent WIthall expenmental results that have
r rd t thi probl mba not et b'ee~;ev~r~ at t ere already is a? e~periment whose significance with
r luti n f th parado ( y II xpliCl.tlybrought out, but which ISable to prove that this suggested
m t r rded:s ~ew: as a very ~l~e class of such resolutions) is not tenable. Thus, this experi-
b in t in n a d P d I krst clear empirical proof that the aspects of the quantum theory discussed
., ,n 0 0 s y represent real properties of matter.
1. I TRODUCTION
f t tal spin zero consisting




I 0 at ar h
no influ n th
enou h th h
ponentof h in
Then b th t tal pin is still zero, it can im-
mediatel n Iud that the same component of the
pinof h th r arti le (B) is opposite to that of A.
If thi w r a I i al system, there would be no
difficult in int rpr ting the above results, because all
componnt of th pin of each particle are well defined
at each in tant of time. Thus, in the molecule, each
component of the pin of particle A has, from the very
beginnin a value opposite to that of the same com-
ponent of B' and this relationship does not change
whenthe atom disintegrates. In other wordS, the two
spinvectors are correlated. Hence, the measurement of
any componen of the spin of A permits us .to ~onclude
alsothat the same omponent of B is opposlte in v~lue.
The po ibility of obtaining knowledge of t?e spin of
particle B in this way evidently does not imply any
-; Einstein, Rosen, and Podolsky, Phys. Rev. 47, 777 (1935),
herafter referred to as ERP. NISee D. Bohm, Qwmtum Theory (Prent~ce-Hall, Inc., ew
York,1951),Chap. XXII for a fuller discusslOn.
(1)
~nteract~on of the apparatus with particle B or any
interaction between A and B.
In quantum theory, a diffi~ulty arises, in the inter-
pretation of the above experiment, because only one
component of the spin of each particle can have a
definite value at a given time. Thus, if the x component
is definite, then they and z components are indeter-
minate and we may regard them more or less as in a
kind of random fluctuation.
In spite of the effective fluctuation described above,
however, the quantum theory still implies that no
matter which component of the spin of A may be
measured the same component of the spin of B will
have a definite and opposite value when the measure-
ment is over. Of course, the wave function then reduces
to 1/1+(1)1/1-(2) or to 1/1_(1)1/1+(2), in accordance with the
result of the measurement. Hence, there will then be
no correlations between the remaining components of
the spins of the two atoms. Nevertheless, before the
measurement has taken place (even while the atoms are
still in flight) we are free to choose any direction as the
one in which the spin of particle A (and therefore of
particle B) will become definite.
In order to bring out the difficulty of interpreting
the result, let us recall that originally, the indeter-
minacy principle was regarded as representing the
effects of the disturbance of the observed system by the
indivisible quanta connecting it with the measuring
apparatus. This interpretation leads to no serious
difficulties for the case of a single particle. For example,
we could say that on measuring the z component of the
spin of particle A, we disturb the x and y components
and make them fluctuate. This point of view more
generally implies that the definit~ness o~ any ~esired
component of the spin is (along with the mdefimteness
of the other two components) a potentiality3 which can
be realized with the aid of a suitably oriented spin-
measuring apparatus. .'
In the case of complementary pairs of contmu~us
variables, such as position and momentum, one obt~ms
from this point of view the well known wave-partlcle
3 D. Bohm, reference 2, Chaps. VI and XXII.
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an external interaction, w. about the realIza~IO~
be . such a way as to bn~g tible potentiali-system in . mutually mcompa one
of one of its vanous . disturbance, when any .
ties. As a result of t~IS o~her (noncommuting) van-
variable is made de~Dlte, me indefinite and undergo
abies must necessanly beco ,
fluctuation. .' r retation is not satI~-
Evidently, the foregomg mte p iment of ERP. It IS
factory when applied to the/~~e~ alone (the particle
of course acceptable fordp~r ItC
I
) But it does not ex-
,. easured tree y . .th A
whose spm IS ~ which does not inter.act WI ,Plain why particle B ( ) ealizes ItS potenti-. g apparatus r .or with the measunn , I the same directiond fi .te spin in precise y
ality for a e ni . t explain the fiuctua-
as that of A. Moreover, It merits f the spin of particlef h th two componen so.
tions 0 teo er . b due to the measurmgB as the result of distur ances
apparatus. that there is some hidden
One could perhaps suppose b B and the
. b B and A or etween
interaction etween hi h 'explains the above be-ing apparatus w IC b
measun .', ld at the very least, ehavior. Such an interaction wou , h
outside the scope of the cur~ent quantum teary.
Moreover, it would have to ~e mstantaneous, because
the orientation of the measunng apparatus could very
uickly be changed, and the spin of B wou~d hav: to
~spond immediately to the change. Such an n:nmedlate
interaction between distant systemsw?~ld notmgeneral
be onsistent with the theory of relatIVIty.
This result constitutes the essence of the paradox of
instein, Rosen, and Podolsky.
2 POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS OF THE PARADOX
. OF EINSTEIN, ROSEN, AND PODOLSKY
It should be noted that the difficulties arising in
connection with the ERP paradox are serious only for
t he ase that particles are so far apart that: (a) the
observing apparatus can influence only one particle at
a time and (b) the two particles do not interact signifi-
cantly, On the other hand, it was not Possible previously
to find an experiment which would test the manY-body
hrodinger or Dirac equations under the conditions
des ribed above, in which this paradox can arise. For
example, it is evident that the agreement with experi-
ment of the energy levels of the many electron-atom
annot test for the essential points that we are discussing
here. Moreover, as we shall See in the Appendix, it has
not et been possible to make SUch a test with the aid
of scattering experiments.
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In Sec.3, we shall describe and analyze an actual
experimentwhich shows that the ir:terpretation pro-
posedabovefor the paradox of ERP is untenable. This
experimentshows that we cannot avoid the paradox
by assuminga breakdown of the quantum theory when
particlesare far apart and do not interact. For the
caseof the measurement of the spin of the two atoms
whichoriginally formed a molecule of total spin zero,
theanalogousresult would be that there is definitely a
precisecorrelation of the value of any component of
thespinof atom A that we choose to measure with the
samecomponent of the spin of atom B, even in each
individualmeasurement.
Withthis fact in mind, we return to the problem of
interpretingthe hypothetical experiment of ERP.
Clearlyfor this case, we can no longer retain the
nntionthat a definite value of a given variable is
essentiallyrealized through interaction with an appro-
priateapparatus, and that the indeterminacy principle
representsonly an uncontrollable fluctuation in com-
plementaryvariables brought about by a disturbance
originatingin the apparatus.
Two general types of solutions have been offered for
this problem.
Firstof all, Bohr! has proposed that the observing
!.Iparatusplus what is observed form a single indi-
risiblecombined system not capable at the quantum-
mechanicallevel of being analyzed correctly into sepa-
rateand distinct parts. Each particular kind of
apparatusthen forms with an electron for example, a
differentkind of combined system, not subject to
comparisonin detail with the system formed by the
electronand some other kind of apparatus. Bohr then
showedthat one can consistently regard the quantum
theoryas nothing more than a means of calculating the
probabilityof every observable result that can come
outof the operation of all possible combined systems
ofdifferentkinds of measuring apparatus with different
kindsof entities that are to be observed. This notion is
tobeapplied just as much to the observation of single-
particlesystems as to that of many-particle systems.
Thus,our inability in principle to analyze in deta~ the
motionsof the spins of our two atoms is not baslCal~y
differentfrom our inability in principle to analyze ill
detailthe motion of a single electron in an atom. In all
caseswecan only accept the total result th~~ comes out
ofameasurement and calculate its probability.
It is clear that in Bohr's point of view, no paradox
canarise in the hypothetical experiment of ERP. For
thesystemof two atoms plus the apparatus wh~ch is
usedto observe their spins is in any case, basically
inseparableand unanalyzable, ~o that the question~ of
howthecorrelations come about simply has no me.amng.
Wecan show that there is no inconsistency ill. the
quantum-mechanicalconclusion that such correlatIOns
~, Phys. Rev. 48, 696 (1935); also Chap. ~ in A(~h;
E~nstein, Philosopher Scientist, edited by P. A. Schilpp
LIbrary ofLiving Philosophers. Inc .• Evanston, 1949).
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exist,. but there is, in this point of view, no way even
to raise the question of what is their origin.
The second general kind of idea which has been pro-
posed for understanding the meaning of the paradox of
~RP is along the lines of suggesting a deeper explora-
tion of the quantum theory as a whole. In this kind of
explanation, we agree with Bohr in treating the system
consisting of apparatus plus what is observed as a
single combined system; but we differ, in that we sup-
pose that this combined system is at least conceptually
analyzable into components which satisfy appropriate
laws. Two .possible ways of doing this have been
suggested.
First, there is the so-called causal interpretation of
the quantum theory." This utilizes the idea already
mentioned in Sec. 1 of a hidden interaction between
distant particles. The hidden interaction is a new kind
of so-called "quantum potential" which implies the
possibility of a connection between distant particles
even when their classical interaction potential is zero.
It must be admitted, however, that this quantum
potential seems rather artificial in form, besides being
subject to the criticism of Sec. 1 that it implies instan-
taneous interactions between distant particles, so that
it is not consistent with the theory of relativity.
Secondly, there has been developed a further new
explanation of the quantum theory in terms of' a
deeper sub quantum-mechanical level. The laws of this
lower level are different from those of the quantum
theory, but approach these latter laws as an approxima-
tion, much as the. laws of atomic physics approach
those of macroscopic physics when many atoms are
involved. Explanations of this kind will be published
la ter. 7 It will be seen with the aid of this theory that
the paradox can be understood in a perfectly rational
way, in terms of a new notion of coordinated fluctua-
tions arising in the sub quantum-mechanical level.
In sum, then, the quantum theory of the many-body
problem implies the possibility of a rather strange kind
of correlation in the properties of distant things. As we
shall see in the next section, experiments proving the
presence of this kind of correlation already exist. Any
attempt to interpret the quantum mechanics and to
understand its meaning niust therefore take such cor-
relations into account. .
3. EXPERIMENT VERIFYING THE
PARADOX OF ERP
While the paradox of ERP is most clearly expressed
in terms of the correlations of spins of a pair of atoms,
it is at present practicable to test it experimentally
only in the study of the polarization properties of cor-
related photons. Such photons are produced in the
annihilation radiation of a positron-electron pair. In
6 D. Bohm, Phys. Rev. 85, 1?6 (1952); 8.5,l~O (1?52).
7 A general discussion of this problem IS given m D. Bohm,
Causality and Chance in Modern Physics (Routledg and Kegan-
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this process, two photons are given off simultaneously,
with opposite momentum ·1P I =hk (where k is the
wave number). As a simple calculation based on the
quantum theory of radiation shows," each photon is
always 'emitted in a state of polarization orthogonal to
that of the other, no matter what may be the choice of
axes with respect to which the state of polarization is
expressed."
The most general state for a photon of wave number
k directed along the positive z axis is
Here % is the ground state of the radiation field, the
C's are creation operators for photons polarized re-
spectively along the x and y axes, and the amplitude
factors r, s are normalized so that
For circular polarization r= 2-!, s= ±2-li, where the ±
sign is chosen in accordance with whether the polariza-
tion is right-handed or left-handed, 0/+ or 0/_. For a
linear polarization along a direction n that makes an
angle a with the x axis, we have r=cosa, s=sina. Let a
beam so polarized be analyzed by an apparatus that
measures polarization along the x and y axes. The
polarization will be found to lie in the x direction with
the probability cos2a, and in the y direction with the
probability sin2a.
This result has certain essential analogies to that of
the spin measurement discussed in the previous section.
For in both cases, we have a system that can be in
one of two possible but mutually exclusive states. For
the spin, these possibilities correspond to positive or
negative spin in any chosen direction; and for the
photon, they correspond to the two perpendicular
directions in which the radiation oscillator can be
excited. In both cases, when we analyze the wave
function in terms of eigenfunctions corresponding to
definite properties in some direction different from the
original, we obtain a statistical fluctuation in the
properties of interest.
Let us now go on to the problem of the two photons
moving in opposite directions. For this case, we define
the creation operators C1x, and C1Y for the photon
moving in the direction +k and C2x and-C2Y for the
photon moving in the opposite direction. The radiation
field then has four possible wave functions .
0/1 =C1XC2Yo/O, 0/2=C1YC2xy;0, (Sa)
0/3=C1xC2xy;O, 0/4=C1YC2Yo/O• (Sb)
The wave functions 0/1and 0/2represent states of the
combined system in which each photon is excited in a
direction orthogonal to that of the other, while 0/3and
8 See W. Heitler, Quantum Theory of Radiation (Oxford Uni-
versity Press, Oxford, 1954), third edition, p. 269.
9 Snyder, Pasternack, and Hornbostel, ·Phys. Rev. 63, 440
(1948).
(4)
0/4 represent states of the combined system in which
each photon is excited in the same direction as that of
the other. These relationships will, however, be valid
only for the particular system of axes xy that has been
chosen for the representation of the eigenstates of the
excitation energy of a single photon.
If the polarization along another set of axes (x'y')
is measured, one will not in general obtain the same
correlations in the directions of excitation of the
photons that was obtained in the original set of axes.
To show what actually happens for this case, we must
express the wave functions of (Sa) and (Sb) in a rotated
system of axes. We obtain
0/1= (C1x' cosa+C1Y' sino) (-C2x' sina+C2Y' cosa)%
= -sina cosao/a'+sina cosay;4'+cos2ay;1'-sin2ay;2'. (6)
with similar expression for 0/2,0/3,and 0/4[for example,
0/2 is obtained by interchanging the indices 1 and 2
in Eq. (6)].
It is clear from the above equation that in a rotated
system of axes, the wave function 0/1no longer represents
(as it did in the original system) a state in which the
two photons have orthogonal directions of excitation.
Rather, we see that it is possible for these directions
either to be orthogonal or parallel.
As we pointed out in the beginning of this section,
however, the correct wave function for the experiment
under consideration must be such that the two photons
are excited orthogonally, no matter what the choice of
xy axes is. It is well known that such a function is
obtained by taking a suitable linear combination of our
starting functions. In this case, the correct linear
combination is
The above function still evidently represents orthogonal
directions of excitation for both photons. To see that
this property holds in every coordinate system (x'y'),
we need merely express cP1, in a rotated system of axes.
We obtain, after a simple calculation,
Thus, the function, cPl' has the required property, and
Eq. (8) therefore constitutes the correct wave function
for this case.
The other possible linear combination of 1/;1and 1/;2
is the symmetric one
As is well known, cPl and cP2 are not mixed in a rotation,
because the rotation operates symmetrically on the
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functionsof each photon. However, a similar
aff • I d
.1.,1 cionshowsthat on rotations, ep2 ea s to a linear
,l1JIa I I d'" I h . foinationofif/2,-{l3, an '1'.; so t at a parr 0 photons
)IIstatecorrespondingto rP2 will not have orthogonal
)! , f ( I ')lilalionsill another system 0 ~xes x y .
!!ewavefunction(7) for a parr of photons evidently
, Dies thewavefunction (1) for the spins of a pair
joctrons.In both cases, we form a special linear
~oinationofproduct wave fun tions, which guaran-
,iliathetwo particles will be in opposite states,
;dalj~IIIO a grrmp of rotated. coordinate frames. In
'leases,then,we have e sentially the same puzzling
lofcorrelationsi the properties of distant particles,
!hich thepropertyof anyone photon that is definite
Illorminedby a measurement on a far-away photon.
j, theparadoxof ERP can equally well be tested by
_tionpropertiesof pair of photons.
tin thecase of pin, the defmite phase relations
'which fl and Yt2are ombined lead, not only to
lffitionsof the type de ribed, bu t also to detailed
1IVlltionof the total angular momentum, for each
idualcase.
eexperimentthat we ball discuss here is aimed
ffiting whether there really is a correlation in
iation directions of the type described in the
]ing. Theideal way to test this point would be to
!Jlethepolarizationsof ea hmember of a sta tis tical
]bleof pairs of photons produ ed by positron-
Jon annihilation;and to see whether the polariza-
{Irealwaysperpendicular in every system of axes,
:edictedby the theory. But this is not yet possible
~ctice,Nevertheless, there has been done an
'i!imentwhich,as we shall see, tests essentially for
'fKlint,but in a more indirect way. This experi-
:I~consistsin measuring the relative rate, R, of
nadencesin the scattering of the two photons
:i~bsomeangle, 8, for tbe following two cases:
I) Whenthe planes 1rl, and 1r2 formed by the lines
motionf the scattered quantum and the original
ittlionare perpendicular (cp=90°, where cp is the
lHetweenthe planes).
1) Whenthe planes are parallel (cp = 0) .
~~casesare illustrated in Fig. 1. The photons
Ilnateat thepaint, O.
futhefirstcase,photon 1 is scattered by an electron
IDiockofsolidmatter at tbe point A, through some
~ d'i¥"trp,n leuor
~- ~
B 2 0 I ..
C~l C~e2
FIG, 1. Sch~matic representation of apparatus for
'------ obserVingcorrelations between photons,
~POta R 77
i(1950)~oredetailed discussion, see C. S. Wu, Phys. ev, ,
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angle, 8 w?ic~ v:e take to be in the plane of the paper.
Photon 2 IS similarly s~attered at the point, B, through'
the same angle, fJ, but m a plane perpendicular to that
of the paper. In the measurement, 8 is fixed and one
count~ the ~oincidences of photons. In cas~ (2), the
expenment IS the same, except that both photons are
scattered in the plane of the paper.
We shall then consider the computation of the ratio
R, on the basis of two different hypotheses: '
(A) The usual quantum theory is correct in all cases,
so that as we have shown before the wave function is
given by the antisymmetric combination 'PI= (1/V1)
X (lh-f2). [See Eq. (7).J
(B) The usual quantum theory is correct only when
the wave function of the photons overlap (or else when
the photons interact appreciably). When the photons
have separated sufficiently (as in the case of the experi-
ment that we are considering) we suppose that the
wave function is no longer a superposition such as (7),
having definite phase relations of its components, which
imply, as we have seen, the ERP type of correlations
and a definite total angular momentum. Instead, we
shall suppose that each photon goes into some definite
state of polarization, which is definitely related to that
of the other; and in order to obtain symmetry in the
final statistical results, we shall suppose, wherever
necessary, that there is a uniform statistical distribution
over any direction that may be favored in each indi-
vidual case. In order to bring out the consequences of
such a hypothesis for the experiment under considera-
tion, we shall consider here two extreme cases:
(1) Each photon becomes circularly polarized about
its direction of motion, but the two photons are op-
positely polarized.
(2) Each photon goes into a state of linear polariza-
tion in some direction, while the other goes into a state
of perpendicular polarization. Over many cases, one
obtains the same probability for an arbitrary direction
of polarization of anyone of the photons. (It is evident
that for the hypothesis B, the combined angular
momentum would not be conserved in individual
processes, but as we ~a,:e indicated in the previous
section the fact that it IS conserved on the average
would be all that is needed to fit the experiments that
are available to date.)
To carry out the calculations need~d to compare
these suggested theories wit~ the ex~enment, we shall
cite the scattering cross section .of a s:ngl~ ph?t.o~ from
electron' first for the case in which its initial po-an, ( ..
larization direction is parallel to the p!ane:r c~ntamlllg
its initial direction of motion and ItS dl.rectlO~ af~er
scattering) and secondly,. for. the case :n which Its
initial polarization ~irect.lO~ IS perpendicular to 1r.
According to the Klelll-Nlshllla formula, these proba-
bilities" (which have been summed over the fin~l
polarization directions of the photon, and the final spin
11 See W. Heitler, reference 8, p. 217.
r
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Ratio R =d2:J.!d2:11
For ideal Average for ex,
angle perimental solid
82° angleHypothesis
Scattering probability d2: divided by (ro'/8)(dU)2(k'/ko')









B, (product of states of opposite
circular polarization)»
B2 (product of states of perpendicular linear
polarization, :andomized di:ec!ions)
Bin"" (intermediate case of elliptic
polarization)
Observation (reference 10)
2)' C1' - 2 sin20) ()' 2 sin20)2+)'2
d'1:, unaffected by orientation of 11'1relative to 11'2
<2
<2Intermediate between B, and B2
• Equal probability for XI =,p+(1 ),p_(2) and for X2 =,p-(l ).,'-'+(2). The correct wave function according to standard quantum theory is 2-'(xl-x,).
directions of the electron, and averaged over the initial
spin direction), are, respectively,
dUI= tro2dn (k2/ko2) ('Y-2 sin20), (lOa)
dU2=tro2dn(k2/ko2h, (lOb)
where 'Y= (ko/k)+ (k/ko), ko is the wave number of the
incident photon, k that of the final photon, ro is the
classical electronic radius, and dn is the element of
solid angle.
We can now apply these results to our problem, in-
volving two photons going in opposite directions. For
the general case, the wave function before scattering





where the 1/;i are defined in Eqs. (5a) and (5b).
It is evident then that the scattering cross section
for two photons will depend on the a.. In general, we
would expect that the probability of such scattering
would contain cross terms such as aiaj where i~ j.
For the special case of the experiment that we are
considering (i.e., the planes 7r1 and 7r2 are either parallel
or perpendicular), it can be shown," however, that if we
choose the x axis in the plane 7r associated with either
one of the photons (and the y axis perpendicular to this
plane), then all such cross terms will drop out f~om t~e
expression for the probability of scattering. WIth .t?IS
choice of axes, then, we can compute the probability
of scattering of two photons for an arbitrary state of
the system in Eq. (11) by computing it separately for
the four cases, 1/;i and multiplying the result of each
computation by the probability of this case, (Ia,\2).
For each case, 1/;i, however, this probability reduces to
just the product of the probabilities of scattering of the
single photons.
Calculating the scattering probabilities as just out-
lined, we obtain the results summarized in Table 1.
. The results in Table I show that this experiment is
explained adequately by the current quantum theory
which implies distant correlations, of the type leading
to the paradox of ERP, but not by any reasonable
(11)
hypotheses implying a breakdown of the quantum
theory that could avoid the paradox of ERP.
APPENDIX. TREATMENT OF ERP PARADOX FOR
CONTINUOUS VARIABLES
In this Appendix, we shall discuss the paradox of
ERP, as applied to continuous variables. We shall see
that with such variables, it is very difficult to obtain a
clear experimental test for this paradox, thus showing
that the best way of making such a test is with dis-
crete quantities, such as spin of electrons or polarization
of photons.
We may take as a typical example a case similar to
one already discussed by Furry," namely, an experiment
in which one particle is scattered on another. To avoid
questions of identity, we suppose that the two particles
are different. .
If particle 1 is initially at rest, and particle 2 has
initially the definite momentum, P, the wave function





In principle, we can measure P2 after scattering, and
we know from conservation of momentum that PI
= p.; P2• But we also have the alternative possibility
of using a suitable lens to bring particle No. 2 to a
focal point; and from this, we can deduce wher~ the
point of scattering was, and therefore where particle 1
was at the time of scattering. Thus, by measure~ent5
made solely on complementary properties of part.Icle 2,
we can determine the corresponding properties of
particle 1, without any interaction between th~ particles
or between the observing apparatus and particle 1. .
In order to avoid for this case the paradox of ERP 1U
a manner analogous to what was suggested for spin and
polarization in Sees. 2 and 3 respectively, we could
assume that after the particles which have scattered on
12D. Bohm, reference 3, Chap. 21, Sec. 24.
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ch otberseparate sufficiently, the wave function
~ksupintonarrow wave packets. There would be a
r~1indeterminacy,~() in the angles of these packets
~ a correspondingindeterminacy, sr, in the mo-
:ntumin the () direction. The wave function would
~f(rl,r2)=fAh)fBh) wher~ fA and iB represent
~cketswhosecenters move m accordance with the
~~nmptionsgiven above.
Wetbenassumea statistical distribution in the mean
~f(tiODSof these packets, weighted in such a way as
:~~vetbeusualprobability of scattering as a function
langle.Thus, from measurements of the scattering
1011 sectionas a function of angle, one could not dis-
]ruisb between the theory and the usual quantume
1ffJry.
In sucha statistical distribution over pencils of
'rectiODS,the total momentum is not conserved ex-
.~y [as is evident from the Fourier analysis of a
];tiOD,suchas f(r1)f(r2)]. But because we can choose
~illlall compared with macroscopic dimensions and
1w]argethat ~Pe is negligible, this very small failure
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of detailed conservation of momentum would be too
small to have been detected in experiments that have
been possible to date (of course momentum would still
be conserved on the average). Thus, to test for the
paradox of ERP in this case, one needs extremely ac-
curate measurements of the momentum of both par-
ticles before and after scattering.
At first sight, it might seem that one could dis-
tinguish between the two theories by trying to demon-
strate interference of the scattered wave of a single
particle, in order to show that the wave covers the
whole range of angles without being broken into partial
waves of width ~e.But this is not possible, because, as a
simple calculation shows, interference phenomena will .
cancel out for a single particle (i.e., when one averages
over the coordinates of the other particle). Interference
in space can be obtained only if the positions of both par-
ticles are observed with great precision; and as in the
case of testing the detailed conservation of momentum,
the experiments available to date are not accurate
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Significanceof Electromagnetic Potentials in the Quantum Theory
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In ~hispaper, we discuss some interesting properties of the electromagnetic potentials in the quantum
~omam.We shall show that, contrary to the conclusions of classical mechanics, there exist effects of poten-
tla~ on charged particl~s, even in ~he region.where all the fields (and therefore the forces on the particles)
vanish, We ~hall then discuss I?osslbl~expenments to test these conclusions; and, finally, we shall suggest
further possible developments in the interpretation of the potentials.
The new solution differs from the old one just by a
phase factor and this corresponds, of course, to no
change in any physical result.
Now consider a more complex experiment in which a
single coherent electron beam is split into two parts and
2. POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTS DEMONSTRATING each part is then allowed to enter a long cylindrical
THE ROLE OF POTENTIALS IN THE metal tube, as shown in Fig. 1.
QUANTUM THEORY After the beams pass through the tubes, they are
I~ this section, we shall discuss several possible ex- combined to interfere coherently at F. By means of
p.enlll.entswhich demonstrate the significance of poten- time-determining electrical "shutters" the beam is
t~alsm the quantum theory. We shall begin with a chopped into wave packets that are long compared
S1lllpleexample. with the wavelength A, but short compared with the
Supposewe have a charged particle inside a "Faraday length of the tubes. The potential in each tube is deter-
cage" d . I hani h hconnecte to an external generator which causes mined by a time de ay mec a ism m suc a way t at
thepotential on the cage to alternate in time. This will the potential is zero in region I (until each packet is
ad~to. the Hamiltonian of the particle a term V(x,t) well inside its tube). The potential then grows as a
~hlch IS, for the region inside the cage, a function of function of time, but differently in each tube. Finally,
time only. In the nonrelativistic limit (and we shall it falls back to zero, before the electron comes near the
485
1. INTRODUCTION
IN class!calelectrodynamics, the vector and scalar
potentials were first introduced as a convenient
mathematicalaid for calculating the fields. It is true
thatin order to obtain a classical canonical formalism
thepotentials are needed. Nevertheless, the funda-
mentalequations of motion can always be expressed
ilirectlyin terms of the fields alone.
In the quantum mechanics, however the canonical
formalismis necessary, and as a result: the potentials
cannotbe eliminated from the basic equations. Never-
t~~less,these equations, as well as the physical quan-
tltIes,.are all gauge invariant; so that it may seem that
evenm quantum mechanics, the potentials themselves
haveno independent significance.
, In this paper, we shall show that the above conclu-
sonsare not correct and that a further interpretation
ofthe potentials is needed in the quantum mechanics.
assume this almost everywhere in the following dis-
cussions) we have, for the region inside the cage,
H=Ho+ V(t) where Ho is the Hamiltonian when the
generator is not functioning, and V(t)=e¢(t). If
if;o(x,t) is a solution of the Hamiltonian Ho, then the
solution for H will be
s= f V(t)dt, r
which follows from
aif; (aif;o as)ih-= ih-+if;o- e-iS/Ii=[Ho+V(t)]if;=Hif;.
at at at
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FIG. 1. Schematic experiment to demonstrate interference v;ith
time-dependent scalar potential. A, B, C, D, E: suitable devices
to separate and divert beams. WI, W2: wave packets. MI, M2:
cylindrical metal tubes. F: interference region.
other edge of the tube. Thus the potential is nonzero
only while the electrons are well inside the tube (region
II). When the electron is in region III, there is again no
potential. The purpose of this arrangement is to ensure
that the electron is in a time-varying potential without
ever being in a field (because the field does not penetrate
far from the edges of the tubes, and is nonzero only at
times when the electron is far from these edges).
Now let !J;(x,t) = 1/JIO(x,t) +!J;20 (x,t) be the wave func-
tion when the potential is absent (!J;IO and !J;20 repre-
senting the parts that pass through tubes 1 and 2,
respectively). But since V is a function only of t
wherever !J; is appreciable, the problem for each tube
is essentially the same as that of the Faraday cage. The
solution is then
where
It is evident that the interference of the two parts at
F will depend on the phase difference (Sl-S2)/h. Thus,
there is a physical effect of the potentials even though
no force is ever actually exerted on the electron. The
effect is evidently essentially quantum-mechanical in
nature because it comes in the phenomenon of inter-
ference. We are therefore not surprised that it does not
appear in classical mechanics.
From relativistic considerations, it is easily seen that
the covariance of the above conclusion demands that
there should be similar results involving the vector
potential, A.
The phase difference, (Sl-S2)/h, can also be ex-
pressed as the integral (e/h)§ 'Pdt around a closed
circuit in space-time, where ({J is evaluated at the place
of the center of the wave packet. The relativistic gener-
alization of the above integral is
~f(({Jdt- ~'dX),
where the path of integration now goes over any closed
circuit in space-time.
As another special case, let us now consider a path






FIG. 2. Schematic experiment to demonstrat~ interference
with time-independent vector potential.
suggests that the associated phase shift of the electron
wave function ought to be
IJ.S/h= -~ f A·dx,
en
where §A·dx= fH·ds=q, (the total magnetic flux
inside the circuit).
This corresponds to another experimental situation.
By means of a current :flowing through a very closely
wound cylindrical solenoid of radius R, center at the
origin and axis in the z direction, we create a magnetic
field, H, which is essentially confined within the sole-
noid. However, the vector potential, A, evidently,
cannot be zero everywhere outside the solenoid, because
the total :flux through every circuit containing the
origin is equal to a constant
q,O=f H·ds= f A·dx.
To demonstrate the effects of the total flux, we begin,
as before with a coherent beam of electrons. (But now
there is no need to make wave packets.) The beam is
split into two parts, each going on opposite sides ?f the
solenoid, but avoiding it. (The solenoid can be shielded
from the electron beam by a thin plate which casts a
shadow.) As in the former example, the beams are
brought together at F (Fig. 2).




In singly connected regions, where H = V'XA.=0, .we
can always obtain a solution for the above Ha~llltoillan
by taking !J;=!J;oe-iS/", where !J;o is the solution .when
A=O and where V'S/h= (e/e)A. But, in the expenment
discussed above in which we have a multiply connected
region (the region outside the solenoid), ifi?e-iS/h is a
non-single-valued .function' and therefore, in gene.ral,
not a permissible solution of Schrodinger's equation.
Nevertheless, in our problem it is still possibl~ to .use
such solutions because the wave function splits mto
two parts !J;=!J;1+!J;2, where 1/JI represents the beam on
,I Unless ¢o=nhc/e, where n is an integer.
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onesideofthe solenoidand t{;2 the beam on the opposite
side.Eachof these beam stays in a simply connected
region.Wetherefore can write
'/!l=t{;loe-iSI/r. , t{;2= t{;2oe-iS2/",
where51 and 52 are equal to (e/c)fA·dx along the
pathsof the first and second beams, respectively. (In
Sec.4, an exact solution for this Hamiltonian will be
given,and it will confirm the above results.)
Theinterference between the two beams will evi-
dentlydepend on the phase difference,
Thiseffectwill exist, even though there are no magnetic
forcesacting in the places where the electron beam
passes.
In order to avoid fully any possible question of
contactof the electron with the magnetic field we note
thatour result would not be changed if we surrounded
thesolenoid by a potential barrier that reflects the
electronsperfectly. (This, too, is confirmed in Sec. 4.)
It is easy to devise hypothetical experiments in which
thevector potential may influence not only the inter-
ferencepattern but also the momentum. To see this,
considera periodic array of solenoids, each of which is
shieldedfrom direct contact with the beam by a small
plate.This will be essentially a grating. Consider first
thediffractionpattern without the magnetic field, which
willhave a discrete set of directions of strong con-
structiveinterference. The effect of the vector potential
willbe to produce a shift of the relative phase of the
wavefunction in different elements of the gratings. A
correspondingshift will take place in the directions,
andtherefore the momentum of the diffracted beam.
3. A PRACTICABLE EXPERIMENT TO TEST FOR
THE EFFECTS OF A POTENTIAL WHERE
THERE ARE NO FIELDS
As yet no direct experiments have been carried out
whichconfirm the effect of potentials where there is no
field.It would be interesting therefore to test whether
sucheffects actually exist. Such a test is, in fact, within
therange of present possibilities," Recent experiments'v!
have succeeded in obtaining interference from electron
beamsthat have been separated in one case by as much
as0.8mm," It is quite possible to wind solenoids which
are smaller than this, and therefore to place them
between the separate beams. Alternatively, we may
obtain localized lines of flux of the right magnitude (the
2 Dr. Chambers is now making a preliminary experimental
studyof this question at Bristol.
31. Marton, Phys. Rev. 85, 1057 (1952); 90, 490 (1953).
Marton,Simpson,and Suddeth, Rev. Sci. Instr. 25, 1099 (1954).
M
•G. Mollenstedt, Naturwissenschaften 42, 41 (1955); G.
~ ollenstedtand H. DUker, Z. Physik 145,377 (1956).
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magnitude has to be of the order of ¢o= 27rch/e"-'4X 10-7
gauss em") by means of fine permanently magnetized
" hi k "5 Th I .w IS ers . e so enoid can be used in Marton's
device," while the whisker is suitable for another experi-
mental setup' where the separation is of the order of
microns and the whiskers are even smaller than this.
II: principle, we could do the experiment by observing
the mterference pattern with and without the magnetic
flux. But since the main effect of the flux is only to
displace the line pattern without changing the interval
structure, this would not be a convenient experiment
to do. Instead, it would be easier to vary the magnetic
flux within the same exposure for the detection of the
interference patterns. Such a variation would, according
to our previous discussion, alter the sharpness and the
general form of the interference bands. This alteration
would then constitute a verification of the predicted
phenomena.
When the magnetic flux is altered, there will, of
course, be an induced electric field outside the solenoid,
but the effects of this field can be made negligible. For
example, suppose the magnetic flux were suddenly
altered in the middle of an exposure. The electric field
would then exist only for a very short time, so that only
a small part of the beam would be affected by it.
4. EXACT SOLUTION FOR SCATTERING PROBLEMS
We shall now obtain an exact solution for the problem
of the scattering of an electron beam by a magnetic
field in the limit where the magnetic field region tends
to a zero radius, while the total flux remains fixed. This
corresponds to the setup described in Sec. 2 and shown
in Fig. 2. Only this time we do not split the plane wave
into two parts. The wave equation outside the magnetic
field region is, in cylindrical coordinates,
[
a2 1 a 1( a )2 ]-+- -+- -+ia +k2 t{;=O,
ar2 r ar r2 ao
(1)
where k is the wave vector of the incident particle and
a= -e¢/ch. We have again chosen the gauge in which
Ar=O and Ae=¢/27rr.
The general solution of the above equation is
00
t{;= L eim8[amlm+,,(kr)+bmL(m+") (kr)], (2)
m+-OO
where am and bm are arbitrary constants and Im+,,(kr)
is a Bessel function, in general of fractional order
(dependent on ¢): The above solution holds only for
r>R. For r<R (inside the magnetic field) the solution
has been worked out. 6 By matching the solutions at
r= R it is easily shown that only Bessel functions of
positive order will remain, when R approaches zero.
6 See, for example, Sidney S. Brenner, Acta Met. 4, 62 (1956).
61. Page, Phys. Rev. 36, 444 (1930).
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As a result, we obtainThis means that the probability of finding the particle
inside the magnetic field region approaches zero with R.
It follows that the wave function would not be changed
if the electron were kept away from the field by a barrier
whose radius also went to zero with R.





We must then choose am so that 1/;represents a beam
of electrons that is incident from the right (0= 0). It is





shall be constant and in the x direction. In the gauge
that we are using, we easily see that the correct incident
wave is 1/;inc=e-ikxe-iaB. Of course, this wave function
holds only to the right of the origin, so that no problem
of multiple-valuedness arises.
We shall show in the course of this calculation that
the above conditions will be satisfied by choosing













= L (-i)m-aJm_ae-imB, (5)
m=l
Now 1/;1satisfies the simple differential equation
00 J m+a-1- J m+a+1
= L (-i)m+a . eim8, r'=kr (6)
m~1 2
where we have used the well-known formula for Bessel
functions:
a1/;1 1 00
-=- L (-i)m'+a+1J m'+aei(m'+1)B
ar' 2 m'==()
1 00








a1/;I!ar' = -i cos01/;1+H -i)a(J a+1-iJ aeiB).
This differential equation can be easily integrated to
give
1/;1= Ar eir' cosB[J a+1-iJ aeiB]dr', (8)
o
where
The lower limit of the integration is determined by the
requirement that when r' goes to zero,1/;1 also goes to
to zero because, as we have seen,1/;1 includes Bessel
functions of positive order only.
In order to discuss the asymptotic behavior of h






The first of these integrals is known":
ei[aarc sin(lllk)]
In our cases, (3=cos8, k= 1, so that
[
eiaa".-IBIl .. eHa+l) (i".-18Il]
11= teiJI .
Isino I IsinO \
(10)
Because the integrand is even in 0, we have written the
final expression for the above integral as a function of








where we have taken 0 as going from -1r to 1r.





OIithe Measurement of Velocity of Relativistic Particles.
Y. AHARONOV and D. BOHM
Technion - Haifa, Lsraet
(ricevuto il 18 Ottobre 1956)
CONTENTS. - 1. Introduction. - 2. Measurements of velocity for rela-
tivistic particles not satisfying Dirac's equation. - 3. Motion of particles
satisfying Dirac's equation. - 4. Measurement of velocity for particles
satisfying the Dirac equation. - 5. Conclusion.
1. - Introduction.
The question of the measurement of the velocity for a particle satisfying
Dirac's equation has reccntly been raised by KOBA (1). In this paper, we wish
to subject this question to additional discussion with the purpose of further
clarifying the problem.
The question under discussion arose from a suggestion of DIRAC (2) that
the eigen values, ± 0, for the component of the velocity in any direction,
can be understood by means of the following measurement. At the time t = 0
the particle is allowed to pass through a definite position, say z = O. Its
wave function at this time is a very narrow packet centered at z = 0 (we
assume that P., and P'; equal zero). Such a wave packet implies, when ~z --+ 0,
very high Fourier components, so that in momentum space the major statistical
weight is in the region where IPI> me and where Iv I is therefore very close
to O. DIRAC proposed this measurement as a way of explaining the fact that
the only possible eigen values of any component of velocity for a particle
satisfying the Dirac equation are ± 0.
(1) Z. KOBA: Nuovo Cimenio, 3, 1 (1956).
(2) P. A. M. DIRAC: Principles of Quantum Mechanics (Oxford, 1947), p. 261.
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KOBA (1) has criticized the above conclusion Of})IRAC and we shall analyse
both DIRAC'S proposed measurement and KOBA'S criticism in the present
paper. In particular we shall show that the above measurement does not
demonstrate the essential difference between the properties of the velocity of
particles that satisfy the Dirac equation and of those for which we simply
assume the above relativistic relation between energy E and momentum p
with the requirement that the velocity be equal to (jE/8e. We shall then point
out further measurements which would be able to show up the essential dif-
ference between the motions of these two types of particles.
2. - Measurements of velocity for relativistic particle's not satisfying Dirac's
equation.
In order to bring out clearly the characteristic new properties of the velocity
for a particle satisfying the Dirac equation, we shall first discuss the motion
of a spinless particle, which can have only positive energies, and for which (3)
the energy is therefore given by
(1)
(We restrict ourselves to positive energies because as we shall see later, the
essential new properties of the velocity in the Dirac equation are inextricably
bound up with the possibility of negative energies).
To 'treat this problem, we start with a wave packet for which P; = P; = 0,









and Km is of the order of 11k = t!..P/li;, where t!..P is the spread of the wave
packet in momentum space.
It is clear that as Km --+ 00, the. major part of the probability in mo-
mentum space corresponds to I k 1::3> ko' and therefore, to I v I close to C. For,
(3) See P. A. M. DIRAC: Quantum Mechanics (Oxford, 1947) (third edition), chap. XI,
equ., (3). Here DIRAC begins by considering relativistio wave equation without spin
for positive energies only.
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in order to normalize the wave function (2), one shoulcl divide it by Y2K:,.
The part of the integral between - Ko and +Ko is then equal to v'2Ko;
Thus,as X", -7 00, the probability that IK I -c K; approaches zero; and indeed,
the same is true for IK I< K«, where KI is any predetermined finite number.
In order to estimate the integral (2) for large values of Km, let us there-
fose choose KI» Ko, but KI« li", .
We can then use the approximation
(4) ~/Rg+k2 ~ IKI + l:ll,
provided that we carry out the integration from - 00 to - K, and from K,
to 00. "\Yealso expand
[
. 7. ~etl ( . kg'~l)exp ~ '2k ~ 1+~'.!.k '
provided that we choose times such that
(5)
If 6.Z is chosen small enough (so that Km ~ (l/~z) is large) then k, can be
chosen big enough so that t can be arbitrarily large.
We then obtain:
J-
h1 (i7i~Ct) fkm• (. i7>~"t)1jJ(z, t) 0'. exp [i7c(z + et)] 1+ 2k d7c+ exp [~:c(z - et)] 1- ~ 2k dle.
-~ ~
We begin by considering the major terms (i.e., those not involving e7c~t!27c).
These give
[ (
k I 7" ) J (7) - 7c )') . i'l -, "", ( I 't) . 'm I ('" --L et)_ 0XP - ~ --.)- Z T C· SIn 'J ~ I
w~ ~ ~ +
,- z-;-ct
+ .z-ctl
·(kl + 7cm) ( t'['- (7cm- 7>:1) ( t.)2 exp ~ .. z - C, S1l1 . ') Z - e~ ~
As K, and Km approach 00 the first term in the above equation represents
d(Z +et) multiplied by a phase factor exp [- i(7c1+ 7cm/2)(Z + et)] while
the second term represents bIZ - et) multiplied by a phase factor
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exp [i(ki +kmI2)(Z - et)]. The phase factor describes the mean m()menta of
the packets. Thtls, the original a-fnnction splits into two parts, moving in
opposite directions with the velocity of light. Each packet has a high mo-
mentum.
A simple calculation shows that the terms involving CI{~tI2I{ lead to finite
integrals, having a negligible probability as KI and Km approach infinity.
(This is because the probability is proportional to l/K2, which leads to a con-
vergent integral, while the cross products with the major term are of no interest
here, because they represent only the interference with the a-function).
We can explain the above result by noting that practically all the particles
have a' velocity v, = ± c. Thus, the major part of the wave function must
split into two very narrow packets with corresponding velocities. The spread
of the wave packet due to the particles with I k I< k
i
can be neglected, be-
cause they constitute a negligible part of the total number of particles.
However, the velocity is given by
(7) ok (k~ )V= ~/' 1--.-Vk~+ k2 = v 2k-'
In the time, t, this will produce a spread 6.Z = 6.v· t, which is of the order
of K~otI2K~.
If we satisfy the 'criterion (5), we then obtain
(8) or
But l/ki is a qnantity much less than }.o, the Oompton wave length. Thus,
we can be assured that the spread of the wave packet .within the time, t, is
quite negligible. But as we have seen from equ. (7), the indeterminacy in
the velocity is independent of time, and depends only on koik
i
•
We now return to a discussion of DIR_~c's proposed measu-rement of the
velocity for .the case of a particle that does not satisfy Dirac's equation. To
measure this velocity, we could then measure the position of the particle after
waiting for a time, t, and the velocity would be given by '0 = zit. It is evident
that if ki is chosen very large (i.e., a very narrow initial wave packet), then
the values of the velocity obtained in this measurement will be ± C. More-
over, if we allow t to bc large, we can make a comparatively rough measure-
ment of the position at the time t. The change in the momentum (!1P ~ hl6.Z)
will then be small compared with the mean momentum (fPl />1ik
I
) , so that
the change in velocity will then be negligible. This means that in such a
measurement the electron is left with an eigenvalue of the velocity.
.~------
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3. - Motion of particle, satisfying Dirac's equation.
Beforeconsidering the experiment proposed by Dm.AU"for the case of
particlesatisfying the Dirac equation, we s11l\'Usummarize some of the new
propertiesof the motion, implied by the Dirac equation.
Themost essential new characteris ic of the motion is the independence
ofthevelocity operator CJ. and the momentum operator, P: (This also makes
possiblethe commutation of CJ. and x). One of the most important manifest-
ationsof the independence of CJ. and p are the well known « Zitterbewegungen »
whichconstitute a fluctuation motion of the velocity around an average
equalto
In addition,the Dirac velocity operator, ex., has only two eigenvalues, ± C,
whilein the non-Dirac case, that we have discussed in Sect. 2, the velocity
cantake any value between +e and - e.
Weshall in this article use the representation in which y5=yl.y2.y3'y4 is
diagonal.We then have
(9)
where(J is now the two row matrix of the Pauli theory.
Hereafter, we shall restrict ourselves to eigenstates of az, with a, = L
Wealso consider only states with P» = Py = O. (These states are general
enoughto illustrate all of our essential ideas). We then need consider only
two components for our spinor wave function; which we label "Pl' and "P2
respectively. Dirac's equation then becomes
(10)
The normalized eigenfunctions corresponding to _definite energy and mo-
mentumare (for positive and negative energies respectively)
(11)
with:
(12) a =----lEI+pe' b"= -lEI + ZIG
6
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Let us now consider the case where p = O. In this case, we obtain
(13)
v- = G);2' ( 1) 11/1 - _'1'- - -1 yZ'




An arbitrary initial wave function can be written as
(16)
vVith the passage of time, we then obtain
(17)
Let us choose a state for which » = 0 at t = 0 (so that b = 0). This gives
(+8)
'The mean velocity then oscillates between +0 and _ 0 with the Compton
frequency, We = lijlJlIo02• 'I'hese oscillations are precisely the Zitterbewegungen.
Let us now make a Lorentz transformation on wave function (16), by
a velocity, in the z direction, of w = 0 tg M.. 4-s is well known (') under
such a transformation, the wave function is multiplied' by the matrix,




(4) See P. A. M. DIRAC: QuaJ1,tum Jl!Iechanics, Chap. XI (Reference (3)).
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Hence,as e -~ 00, 1p will contain mainly f(Jl'
We now consider the Lorentz transformation of the specific wave function
(18). Here, we must also write
(
I WZ)t=t-- e:









_ r9] ((PIZI - E1t')) - r e~ (( 'z' - E1tl))v --+ V'l. exp li f(Jl cos h - V2 i exp l- 2] f(J2 sin p n .
As ()) --+ 0, we neglect the latter term, and obtain
(21) '1/) --+ _~_ f(Jl exp r!:.-/· (piZI - E1t')] +1 /- f(Jl exp r~ (- p'.ZI + E1t
l
)] •v~ lL '\:6 In
The main conclusion is that as t» ---+ o, I p' 1--+ co, but positive energy ap-
peal'swith positive momentum and negative energy with negative momentum.
The term involving f(J2 becomes very small. The' Zitterbewegungen must there-
fore become negligi.ble. This may be understood as a result of the Lorentz
transformation which multiplies the amplitude of the Zitterbewegungen in
the frame in which p = 0 by a factor of VI fJ2. Moreover the velocity
becomeswell defined even though the momentum fluctuates between + =
and _ 00. This illustrates the independence of the velocity and the momentum
in the Dirac equation.
We can also understand the reduction of the Zitterbewegungen at high
momentum with the aid of a formula given by DIRAC (5) for the behavior of
the operator «; as a function of the time
(22)
in . r- 2iHt}«; = 2 !Xzo exp l--n- H-1 + CpzH-l ,
where H = Ca.1P + fJmc2 and iXzo is the initial value of ix,.
The first term in (22) represents an oscillation of !x, around a mean defined
by PzjH = PjVP2+m2c2, which is just what we wuulrl obtain in the non-
Dirac case treated in Sect. 2. This term represents the Zitterbewegungen.
(5) p.1 A. M. DIRAC: The P1'inciples of Q~~antum ~]J![echanics (Oxford, 1947), third'
edition, p. 262, equ. (28.).
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As IHI = IE I approaches infinity, however, it is clear that the first term
in (22) becomes negligible in comparison to the second. Thus, we conclude
once again that the Zitterbewegungen become negligible (6).
The essential conclusion of this section is then that for a Dirac particle
of infinite momentum, there are no Zitterbewegungen, while for a, particle
of very high momentum, the latter become negligible. Hence, the special
characteristics of the motion in the Dirac theory become less and less signi-
ficant as the value of IP I is increased' without limit.
4. - Measurement of velocity for particles satisfying the Dirac equation.
Weare now ready to discuss the measurement of velocity suggested by
DmAc for the case of particles satisfying the Dirac equation. As in the case
considered in ·Sect. 2, the first step is to allow the particle to pass tbrough a
definite position (say z = 0) at t = 0 with a very small error, Llz, so that the
wave function becomes approximately o(z) (Note that P; = P, = 0 and
that o; = 1). We now express an arbitrary wave function of this kind as a
superposition of eigenfunctions of E and P. To compare with KOBA'S result,
we eonsider a case in which P = O. Since x and C1. commute, we can choose




'Ij't~o = A Jrpl exp [ikz] dk + B Jrp2 exp [ikz]dk,
-0:>
where A and B are arbitrary constants.
In order to solve for '/fJ(z, t), we express ip, and rp, in terms of '/fJ+and.1jJ _.
By equ, (11), we obtain
(23)
(6) The frequency of this motion becomes infinite. At first sight one would sup-
pose that this too should approach zero because the rate of a moving clock is reduced
by the factor VI - fJ"· But this reduction occurs only if we consider a point moving
with velocity v; whereas in the evolution of the wave function, we consider a point
fixed in the laboratory system of co-ordinates; a simple calculation shows that for this
case, the frequency increases in t~le ratio of VI _ fJ2.
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We note that ip.; oscillates with the factor exp [- iVk~ +h2 et] and v:
with the factor exp [iVk~ +h2 etJ. As we did in Sect. 2, we can for large k
expand Vk~+ k2 c::::: k(l + k~/2k), and neglect-the second term in the expansion,
under the same limitations (5) that held for the non-Dirac case. For in both
cases, the major part of the integral will come from very large values of k,
We then obtain
km




] J l+ exp[ik(z + et)] b-a Vl+b21f!_ + dkexp[ik(z+et)]·
-km
Ab-B /-- . B-aA -- ]
. b-a '\1+a21f!++exp[ik(z-et)] b-a Vl+b2vi_·
'l'hen by equ. (12), we see that as k -? + 00,
while as k --+ - 00
Ab-B /--





We make the above approximations when Ik I> ku and then we may, with
negligible error extend the integration to include the region where I k I< k,
(because, as pointed, out in Sect. 2, this region has negligible probability).
We then obtain
km km
(24) 1f!(z,t) ~ fAcp, exp [ik(z - et)] dk + J Bcp2exp [ik(z + et)] dle ,
-~ -~
as k,n -+ 00, this becomes
(25)
We see from the above equation that the wave function splits into two
packets, which arc eigenfunctions of x; corresponding to cx. = + 1 and to
fl., = --1. These packets move with velocity +e and - e respectively. In
agreement with KOBA, we obtain the result that f£.r a given velocity, the
momentum may either be positive or negative, hut that the sign of the mo-
mentum and that of the energy are coupled. The wave function appearing
in equ. (24)· also agrees with that obtained in a special case (WWl A=B) by
Lorentz transformation of the wave function of zero momentum (see equ. (21)).
�����-------------------------""'----'------..:..-...-.-.-
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We conclude from equ. (25) that the behaviour of Dirac particles after
they have been localized very precisely does not differ essentially from the
behavior of the non-Dirac particles discussed in Sect. 2. Moreover, we see
also that at least lOll times shorter than those in the criterion (5), the wave
function does not spread significantly.
In addition, the particle velocity does not fluctuate significantly. Evidently,
as in the case discussed in Sect. 2, t can be made very long by choosing large
lc.; and leI' or in other words, by making 6.Z small. Thus, the conclusion
obtained in Sect. 2 that we can make the second measurement of position
after a long time is still correct (7). Thus, there is no difference whatever in
a velocity measurement of the type proposed by DIRAC for the case of part-
icles satisfying the Dirac equation and for the case discussed in Sect. 2.
5. - Conclusion.
We conclude then that the measurement proposed by DIRAC does not
permit a clear manifestation of the new features of the velocity implied by
the Dirac equation ..
It is true that in the Dirac case, a particle with V
z
= + C may have
either positive or negative momentum (as KOBA has pointed out), but the
result of the experiment under discussion does not depend on the sign of the
momentum and of the energy. Thus, KOBA'S suggestion that in this exper-
iment there should be a difference between the behavior of Dirac and non-
Dirac particles resulting from the negative energies of the Dirac particles is
seen to be inapplicable.
It must be pointed out here, however, that KOBAhas shown cori'ectly for
a Dirac particle, how x and v can be defined simultaneously. But as we have
seen in this paper, there is no need for a precise determination of z during
the second measurement of position, in order to leave the particle in an eigen-
state of the velocity. And it is evident that in the first measurement of po-
sition, the question of whether ,z and IXz commute is not relevant here. Thus,
once again, we come to the conclusion that the special new possibilities implied
by the Dirac equation are not demonstrated, in this measurement.
We wish now to consider possible measurements that would show-up the
essential features of the velocity in the Dirac theory.
(1) To demonstrate the independence of v and p for the Dirac case
(as we have seen this is the most new characteristic of the velocity in the Dirac
theory), we might consider a statistical series of measurements for cases in
(7) -In this regard, we disagree with KOBA who states in Nuovo Oimenio, 3, 214
(1956), that the second measurement of position must be made within a Compton
time, etc.
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which V,= C and Pz = 0, while pz fluctuates between large positive and nega-
tive values. This case is in fact just the one treated in Sect. 4. We could
measure the momentum by measuring the effective pressure due to a beam
of particles in such a state. The independence of v and p would be clearly
demonstrated if such a beam, moving with velocity, 0, produced a zero pressure.
Of course, this is only a hypothetical experiment, since we cannot actually
obtain particles of negative energy; but it is no more hypothetical than the
original experiment proposed by DIRAC.
(2) In the non-Dirac case, v can take on a continuous range of eigen-
values, Thus, a crucial test of the Dirac theory would be to measure v when p
is well defined. But this will happen only if 'IfJ takes the form of a plane wave.
For this case, a direct measurement of the velocity with the aid of two sue-
cessive position measurements is evidently not possible. There are, however,
indirect consequences of the independence of velocity and momentum in the
Dirac theory, which do not prove the Dirac expression for the velocity com-
pletely, but which provide evidence in its favor. One of these indirect con-
sequences is just the magnetic moment of the electron, connected with its
«spin I}. Thus, from the well known Gordon decomposition (8) of the mean
current density, we obtain
The first term in the above equation is also present in the non-Dirac case.
The second term is an additional contribution to the current, which has the
same effect as a magnetic moment. Thus, the observation of the value of
the magnetic moment helps to verify the independence of p and v for Dirac
particles.
(3) The commutation between x and v in the Dirac theory is very dif-
fieult to demonstrate experimentally in a clear way. For when x is well de-
Tined,then as we have seen, this commutation makes no essential difference
in the motion of the particle. On the other hand, when x is not well defined,
then there is no direct way of measuring the particle velocity. Perhaps some
€xperiment utilizing wave packets of intermediate size could be designed to
demonstrate the commutation of x and v, but it would evidently be difficult
to obtain precisely predictable results for such a case.
* * *
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